
Scott Green 
<silvanus O@yahoo.com> 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov, ed_shepard@blm.gov 

cc 
11/13/2009 12:39 PM 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ".g."J This message has;been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatica 

'herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

LM in Oregon. 
ly expand its 
ish, wildlife, 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the ELM's proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegeta-tion 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manua1.ly remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM's proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely I 

Scott Green 

houghtful approach to 
he problem such as 
ng activities that spread 



I. 

Martha Hess 
<martha hess @hotmail.com> 

11/13/2009 11 :29 AM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
marthahess@hotmail.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: "'~ This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to drama 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human heal 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

he ELM in Oregon. 
ically expand its 
h, fish, wildlife, 

if.Jhile 'there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand iLS 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely 'toxic and exposure to it may result in serJ"OUS human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s corn..-rnitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plan~s. 

Sincerely, 

Marth,a Hess 



Jason Margulis 
<jmarg@hotmail.com> 

11/13/200911:17 AM 
Please respond to 

jmarg@hotmail.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: *" This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_,shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BI.,M in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dra~atically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at riSK. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Jason Margulis 



Jocelyn Jenks 
<jenksest@gmail.com> 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 
11/13/2009 11 :08 AM 

bcc Please respond to 
jenksest@gmail.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: <)ii"l This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by t e BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to drarnat cally expand its 
herbicide spraying progTam and as a result place human healt , fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of ,this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM? s commitment to human heal ttl. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Jocelyn Jenks 

houghtful approach "Co 
he problem such as 
ng activities that spread 



Gail Kerns 
<gailbee@ccountry.net> 

11/13/2009 10:55 AM 
Please respond to 

gailbee@ccountry.net 

To orvegtreatrnents@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ,[&1 This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on pu .. blic 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s co~~itment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to v,wrk with the BLM to manual1y remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Gail Kerns 

1999 Little Applegate Rd 



Jan Brotman 
<jsbrotman@gmail.com> 

11/13/2009 10:26 AM 
Please respond to 

jsbrotman gmail.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ,!;il This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
r am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked. that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed. approach will place human health and 
watershed. values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Jan Brotman 



Jo An Saltzen 
<jsaltzen@caLnet> 

11/13/2009 09:00 AM 
Please respond to 
jsaltzen@caLnet 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ~ This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepa::d and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious humar:. 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BUIt? s commi tffient to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed ~alues at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Jo An Saltzen 



Clarence Hagmeier Hagmeier 
<hagmeier60@hotmail.com> 

11/13/200908:57 AM 
Please respond to 

hagmeier60@hotmail.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: iii' This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLlvJ in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

"V\Thile there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root catl_ses of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Clarence Hagmeier Hagmeier 



Toni Siegrist 
<antoinette_siegrist@harvard. 
edu> 

11/13/2009 06:55 AM 
Please respond to 

~ntoinette_siegrist@harvard.ed 
u 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: P This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the 8LM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand it_s 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s cornmitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate gra~ing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Toni Siegrist 



charles otter mcsweeney 
<chasmcsweeney@yahoo.co 
m> 

11/13/200905:46 AM 
Please respond to 

chasmcsweeney@yahoo.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: -I? This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed~shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Or~gon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s cornmitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
wat_ershed values at ri.sk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more bala.nced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasi.ve plants. 

Sincerely, 

charles otter rncsweeney 



Terry Raymer 
<twraymer@hotmail.com> 

11/12/200910:40 PM 
Please respond to 

twraymer@hotmail.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: .Iii' This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Dreg TI. 

I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myse1f or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLlv}? s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am conce::rned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Terry Ra:ymer 



jen damon 
<jjnmatt@jeffnet.org> 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 
11/12/200910:29 PM 

bcc Please respond to 
jjnmatt@jeffnet.org Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ~ This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Dreg n. 
I am extrerw21y concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. The~e is no compeJ..ling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLtv:1 is p~oposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on pub.'.Lic 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manual.ly remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and 10gg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 
Jennifer Damon-Tollenaere 

j en damon 

houghtful approach ~o 
he problem such as 
ng activities that spread 



vriean brown 
<vriean@live.com> 

11/13/200910:16AM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
vriean@live.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: <;iO This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed~shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to drama 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human heal 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

he BLM in Oreg D. 
ically expand ts 
h, fish, wildl fe, 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of na'tive vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may res'l..llt in serious human 
health effects. The inc1usion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s corrunitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM ·to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLl'1?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

P1ease develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 

houghtful approach to 
he problem such as 

inappropriate grazing, road construction and logg ng activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

vriean brown 

Foots Creek Rd Gold Hill Oregon 



David Lane 
<2davidlane@gmail.com> 

11/12/200908:13 PM 
Please respond to 

2davidlane@gmail.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: 4;0 This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments SIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slo'(;.,1 the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myseJ= or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit pub1ic lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am concerned that the 3LM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may resul't in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s comt"11itment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

David & Patti Lane 

David Lane 

1700 E. Main St. 



sharon lemaster 
<earthwizard 21 O@hotmail.co 
m> 

11/12/2009 09:00 PM 
Please respond to 

earthwizard21 O@hotmail.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: P This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed~shepard@blm.gov 

Dear ~r Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the 8LM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public la!1ds, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzea1ous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and though,tful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plan~s. 

Sincerely, 

sharon lernaster 

suite c PMB 451 



Jacob Herringh 
<Herrjh@acninc.net> 

11/12/2009 09:09 PM 
Please respond to 
Herrjh@acninc.net 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: .1iP This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blrn.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over th,e need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shock.ed tha"t the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2, 4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the 8LM to manually remove invasi.ve weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more b 
noxious weeds that addresses the roo 
inappropriate grazing, road construct 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely f 

Jacob Herringh 

4490 Foots Creek Rd. 

lanced and thoughtful approach 
causes of the problem such as 

on and logging activities that 

to 

spread 



Herbert Long 
<herb@herblong.net> 

11/12/200909:12 PM 
Please respond to 

herb@herblong.net 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: .!"i' This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blrn.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the 8LM in Oregon. 
I am ext'rernely concerned that the 8LM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment. to huma,n health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach \",:':'11 place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

SincereJ..y, 

Herbert Long 



Margery Winter 
<mwinter@macnexus.org> 

11/12/200909:48 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
mwinter@macnexus.org Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ~ This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments SIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the 
I am extremely concerned that: the ELM is proposing to dramatica 
herbicide spraying program and. as a result place human health, 
non-t~rget plants and water quality at risk. 

LM in Oreg n. 
ly expand ts 
ish, wildl fe, 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s cormnitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human hea1th and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely.! 

Margery Winter 

Ashland OR 



Esther Goldberg 
<efgoldberg@yahoo.com> 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 
11/12/2009 09:55 PM 

bcc Please respond to 
efgoldberg yahoo.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ¥ This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatrnents@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do Dot want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s cOllW,itment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Esther Goldberg 

houghtful approach to 
he problem such as 
ng activities that spread 



Marvin Rosenberg 
<art4publicspaces@aoJ.com> 

11/12/2009 09:53 PM 
Please respond to 

art4publicspaces@aol.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ,G3 This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed~shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of natj.ve vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I a.m shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BIJM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would. like to work with the BLlvJ to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Marvin Rosenberg 



Elisabeth Goines 
<Iibbygoines@gmail.com> 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 
11/12/200910:17 PM 

bcc Please respond to 
libbygoines@gmail.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ;p This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed._ shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4~D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
hea1th effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more b 
noxious weeds that addresses the roo 
inappropriate grazing, road construct 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Elisabeth Goines 

lanced and thoughtful approach to 
causes of the problem such as 

on and logging activities that spread 



Marion Hadden 
<mhts 155@gmail.com> 

11/12/2009 10:23 PM 
Please respond to 

mhts155@gmail.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: .!ii' This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ad shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BU1, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg D. 

I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to d.ramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit pubLic lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the ELM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the B.LM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a. more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Marion Hadden 

Marion Hadden 



Marilyn Pettenger 
<fourmetwo 2000@yahoo.com 
> 

11/13/2009 08:39 PM 
Please respond to 

fourmetw02000@yahoo.com 

Vegetation Trea'tments ErS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
hon-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the ELM? s corru:ni tment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous ~erbicide spraying. 

Please develop ar:d implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach 'Co 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Marilyn Pettenger 

21 Diamond J Rd. 



Gail Frank 
<gfrank29@gmail,com> 

11/14/2009 09:23 AM 
Please respond to 

gfrank29@gmail,com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
eO_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm,gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I -greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
[ am extremely concerned that 'the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expari,d its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling -need to spray native vegetation 
with herhicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider al t,ernati ves to blanket herbi.cide spraying. Many Oregonians 
wo~ld like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I -am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Gail Frank 

4741 Foots Creek Rd 



Terry Harrison 
<terry .Ieeee@yahoo .com~ 

11/14/200911 :50 AM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
terry.leeee@yahoo.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatrnents@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by 
I am extremely ~oncerned that the BLM is proposing to drama 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human heal 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

he BLM in Oregon. 
ically expand its 
h, fish, wildlife, 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public. lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

1 am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2{4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?.;; commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and i.mplement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses t-:he root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate gTazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Terry Harrison 



Denise Lytle 
~squishytart @moose-mail.co 
m> 

11/14/200908:09 PM 
Please respond to 

squishytart@moose-mail.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatrnents@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the 8LM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by,the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish., wildlife, 
non-target plants and water qu~lity at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spr-aying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreat_ion sites. I do not want mysel.f or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on publ.ic 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 

_, t,he BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Denise Lytle 



Brent Neill <ban 11@aol.com> 

11/14/200908:03 PM 
Please respond to 
ban11@aol.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed~shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Reconsider Plan For Wide Spread Herbicide Use 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Orego 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand i s 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildli e f 

non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BI~M is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and t110ughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Bre!:.t Neill 

Brent Neill 



Wendy McGowan 
<ramblin@rosenet.net> 

11/14/2009 05:33 PM 
Please respond to 

ramblin@rosenet.net 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BL!'-1 is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide. spraying program ~_nd as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide iti your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s cOIT~itment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sillcerely, 

Wendy McGowan 

none 



greeley Wells 
<greeley@greeley.me> 

11/14/200903:52 PM 
Please respond to 

greeley@greeley.me 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extr,emely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
-the BLM?s corn...-rr,itment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradicatior, efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

greeley Wel.ls 



Janet Glassberg 
<allwazebutoh@yahoo.com> 

11/14/200901 :59 PM 
Please respond to 

allwazebutoh@yahoo.eom 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

ee 

bec 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds maDaged by the ELM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that- the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program arid as a result place human health, fish., wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose 'the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is. proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root ca.uses of ,the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Janet Glassberg 



Courtlandt Jennings 
<courtlandtj@gmail.com> 

11/14/200912:48 PM 
Please respond to 

courtlandtj@gmail.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR· 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed~shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, 'I'"i1d1i£e, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need. to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLLVf is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is ext'remely toxic and exposure :'0 it: may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s cormnitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely f 

Courtlandt Jennings 

875 park st 



Robert Clutter 
<roboemily@yahoo,com> 

11/15/200907:48 AM 

To orvegtreatments@blm,gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
roboemily@yahoo,com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed _ sbepard@blm.gov . 

Dear My' Shepard and the ELM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands l I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along rbads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
th,e BLM?s cornruitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would l·ike to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human he01th and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Clutt~er 

houghtful approach 
he problem such as 
ng activities that 

to 

spread 



Jan Woods 
<idolikepie 2@gmail.com> 

11/15/200909:54 AM 
Please respond to 

idolikepie2@gmail.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreat'Inents@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BIJM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-i~.pact eradica'tion efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Jan Woods 

Jan Woods 



Susan Menanno 
<spiritwhym@jeffnet,org> 

11/15/200910:26 AM 
Please respond to 

spiritwhym@jeffnet,org 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtrea'Cments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BI,M, 

To orvegtreatments@blm,gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying, program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target 'plants and water quality at iisk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to· expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and. exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM? s commitment to hUIl,an health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide _spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes .of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive planLs. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Menanno 



Lisa Champlin Champlin 
<geocatalyst2003@yahoo.co 
m> 

11/15/200901 :34 PM 
Please respond to 

geocatalyst2003@yahoo.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BL~1 is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
1ands. 2/4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in seri.ous human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BJ:~M? s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate g-razing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa Champlin Champlin 

Apt. B 



Erik Olaf 
<olaferik@hotmail ,com> 

11/15/2009 10:59 AM 

To orvegtreatments@blm,gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
olaferik@hotmail,com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: .{iii' This message has been replied to" 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM "is proposing to dramatically expand its 

,herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-targe'L plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BIJM?s commitment to human health. 

Pl.ease consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradicat.ion efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human hea1th and 
watershed va1ues at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more b 
noxious weeds that addresses the roo 
inappropriate grazing, road construct 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Erik Olaf 

lanced and thoughtful approach 
causes of the problem such as 

on and logging activities that 

LO 

spread 



denny kasunic 
<dennykaz@yahoo.com> 

11/16/2009 09:00 AM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
dennykaz@yahoo.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: .fdJ This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the 8LM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow ·the spread of 
invasive weeds on public J.ands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation aJ..ong roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on pUD~lC 
lands. 2,4-D is extreme toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM? s cornrni tment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work vlith the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for lovl-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more b lanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the roo causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construct on and logg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

denny kasunic 

.I\pt B 

hough'tful approach 
he problem such as 
ng activities that 

to 

spread 



Ron Weaver 
<rowotto@charter.net> 

11/16/2009 10: 17 AM 
Please respond to 

rowotto@charter.net 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that th,e BLl'<1 is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place hlJ.man health r fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality a,t risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a IT,ore balanced and thought ful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities tha~ spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Ron Weaver 



Dennis Honkomp 
<dennishonkomp @sbcglobal. 
net> 

11/15/200906'49 PM 
Please respond to 

dennishonkomp@sbcglobal.ne 
t 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blrn.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BUJl in Oreg r:. 
I am extremely concerned that the 8LlVl is proposing to dramatically ·expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result p1ace human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do no~ wa~t myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray nati-Fe vegetation 
with herbicides. 

am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may' result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s comrnitment to human health. 

Please consider alterna.tives to bla.nket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work '0Jith the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place Duman health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Dennis Honkomp 



.. O. Cooke" 
<dcookie@maHcan.com> 

11/15/2009 05:43 PM 
Please respond to 

dcookie@mailcan.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed _.shepard@blrn. gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

ee 

bee 

Subjeet Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on 
thousands of acres of public lands. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to SlOv.l the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, and I support that, there is a serious 
toxicity issue associated with 2,4-D. That toxicity applies to both human and 
watershed health. 

This issue deserves an extraordinary level of caution and consideration. The 
most serious sc~entific concerns Must be addressed. 

Sincerely, 

D. Cooke 

97520 



"Eileen and Bob Sanders" 
<silvaor@comcast.net> 

11/16/2009 10:20 AM 

To <orvegtreatments@blm.gov> 

cc "Daryle & Jordan Ryder" 
<clearcreekstainedglassco@peak.org> 

bcc 

Subject Comments on DE IS on Vegetation Treatments Using 
Herbicides on BLM Lands in Oregon 

Attached are comments on your DEIS on Vegetation Treatments Using Herbicides on BLM land 
in Oregon. These comments were approved by the Emerald Chapter of the Oregon Society Of 
American Foresters on November 12, 2009 and are submitted by our Chapter Chair 

Jordan Ryder 
Chair 
Emerald Chapter 
Oregon Society of American Foresters 

cl earcreekstai ned gl assco@peak.org B LM Draft E I S on Veg T reaimenls Using Hervicide, in 0 regan. doc 



Comments on the BLM Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

Vegetation Treatments Using Herbicides on BLM Land in Oregon 

The genie is out ofthe bottle. With the European discovery of North and South America the movement of 
plants animals and diseases became worldwide. When a plant disease or animal invades a new territory 
a decision tree is set in motion. The first is, is it a potential problem? Problems run from minor irritants 
to major impacts on plants, animals, humans and ecosystems. Species that produce major impacts need 
to be aggressively attacked. Some can be eradicated but for most, it is a continuing battle to slow their 
spread using up to date control measures while developing even more effective measures to reduce their 
short and long term adverse impacts. We believe the BLM, in previous documents and in this document, 
has identified the problems and the need to take action on them. Since November 1987 a court injunction 
has governed the use of herbicides in Oregon when four herbicides were approved for noxious weed 
control. Since November ofl987 there have been major advances in controlling invasive species with 
newer and more specific herbicides. In addition, the appearance of Sudden Oak Death in southern 
Oregon has resulted in the need to control native species which was not included in the 1984/1987 court 
injunction. In June 2007 the BLM issued a Record of Decision for a Programmatic Environmental Impact 
Statement (PElS) for control of invasive plants in 17 western states. Because of the 1984/1987 court 
injunction it could not be immediately implemented in Oregon. We agree with the BLM's decision to 
write a separate PElS for Oregon that addressed the items covered by the injunction and not appeal to the 
courts to just modify the injunction in effect. 

After reviewing the Draft ElS, the Emerald OJ.apter of the Oregon Society of American Foresters supports 
Alternative 5 over the preferred Alternative 4. Position statements adopted by our state Oregon Society 
of American Foresters and the national Society of American Foresters have consistently supported 
keeping all viable options open when prescribing treatments on specific land parcels. All 18 evaluated 
herbicides and treatment measures which Alternative 5 would approve throughout Oregon have been 
evaluated in the June 2007 Final Vegetation Treatments on BLM Lands in 17 Western States 
Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement. Oregon was one of the states covered by that PElS but 
could not be implemented because of the 1984/1987 court injunction. The selection of Alternative 4 in 
this draft PElS as the preferred alternative appears to be politically motivated and hampers land 
managers in developing the most effective and cost efficient treatments. This is indicated on page 34 of 
the Draft which lists one of the decision reasons for picking Alternative 4 was not to "depart ji'01TI the 
narrow program clarity and focus requested by many a/the scoping comments ': Alternatives 3 and 4 
divide the state into 2 geographic areas with different approved herbicides and treatment methods. 
Adopting either of these alternatives results in a prescriptive PElS that may dictate site prescription 
alternatives by geography rather than on site conditions. "East Side" ecosystems exist on the "West Side" 
and visa\ versa. The result could require the adoption ofless effective, more costly treatments that could 
be more risky to the ecosystem. It is hard enough to control the spread of invasive plants with best 
management practices. TIle adoption of Alternative 4 would also not cover herbicide habitat 
improvement projects that are not practical without the use of some of the herbicides approved for other 
uses in this draft PElS, unless the projects are within "critical habitat". Another concern is that all 
alternatives except Alternative 5 prohibit aerial spraying on areas west ofthe cascades because ofthe 
steep terrain and many water courses. This and all application methods should not be broad brushed in a 
PElS. The Standard Operating procedures (SOP) and Mitigating Measures (MM) covered in Appendix 2 
should determine which application methods can be considered in the on site analysis. Arbitrary broad, 
purely geographic zoning should not be a decision point. 

In summary, the selected alternative seems to just be the middle ground among the three realistic action 
alternatives. We believe alternative 5 would better obtain the 8 purposes of this draft PElS and bring it 



equal to the June 2007 BLM PElS on Vegetation Treatments in 17 Western States. Oregon is not unique in 
these matters. 



Keira Harrison 
<keiralani@yahoo.com> 

11/15/2009 05:35 PM 
Please respond to 

keiralani@yahoo.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ~ This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_ shepard@blm. gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

I greatly va1ue the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include 'the spraying of native vegetation aJong roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manua11y remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact e.radication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Keira Harrison 

97520 



Jesse Hannon 
<han non .jesse@gmail.com> 

11/15/200906:21 PM 
Please respond to 

hannon.jesse@gmail.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ~ This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed._ shepard.@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my farr~ily exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLIVl is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. Th,e inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BL1'1 to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please deve10p and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely f 

Jesse Hannon 



Hannah Leigh 
<Ieighhk@whitman.edu> 

11/16/200903:11 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
leighhk@whitman.edu Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ,r;;:J This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value t'he public lands and waters:heds managed by 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to drama 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human heal 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

he ELM in Oregon. 
ically expand its 
h, fish, wildlife, 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slol;..1 the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visi,t public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
landS. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Hannah Leigh 

Hannah Leigh 

280 Boyer Ave 



.. Sally 0 'Donnell" 
<sallyod 9@hotmail.eom> 

11/16/2009 03: 17 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

ee 

bee 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxk Herbiddes 

History: P This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blrn.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the 3LM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to drama 
herbicide spraying prograIF and as a result place human heal 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

he ELM in Oregon. 
ically expand its 
h, f~sh, wildlife, 

While ·there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLlVj?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation 2 __ 'ong roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to j.t may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
wou1d like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and 10gg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Sally O!Donnell 

2165 Adams St. 

houghtful approach to 
tle problem such as 
ng activities that spread 



Connie Crew 
<connie ,crew@comcast.net> 

11/16/200903:37 PM 
Please respond to 

connie.crew comcast.net 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ,jii' This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed he B M in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to drama ical y expand its 
herbicide' spraying pr.'ogram and as a result place human heal h, f sh, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my fami1y exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is ext.remely toxic and exposure to it may result in set'ious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s corn.'1litment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for l.ow-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLl'1?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overZealOi...lS herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful appr ach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem suc as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities hat spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Connie Crew 



Lorna Baldwin 
<lorna .baldwin@hotmail.com 
> 

11/16/200907:39 PM 

To <orvegtreatments@blm.gov>, <ed_shepard@blm.gov> 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Herbicides 

As a third generation Oregonian from a logging and ranching family, I have a particular 
understanding of how land is managed. As the holder of two degrees from the UO and as a 
former watershed council staff, I have another understanding of the public's changing 
awareness of h()w we effect our environment with particular land management techniques. 
I hope they are not too consumed with the economic crisis to let you know! 

The BLM has had such a poor reputation as a steward of public lands over the decades. 
Bringing back the use of aerial spraying (or any kind of spraying) of herbicides certainly 

lines up with that old view of the agency. 

If you have an ecosystem that "looks" more like our native plant communities but has been 
repeatedly (when is once ever enough to rid of us an invasive species?) sprayed, does it 
function as a native ecosystem? How could it? 

Have any of you taken a class on the biology of cancer? Who gives you your information 
about the SAFETY, not efficacy of the herbicides you are proposing to apply? Who? Do you 
believe them? 

I am adamantly opposed to the BLM using herbiCides again. If you could do it once and be 
done there might be something to discuss. Repeated spraying of lands that belong to "us" 
is unacceptable. 

We have thousands of inmates in cells who could be doing hand labor. Our lost youth and 
other population who are living on the street could become a new CCC group. There are 
other options and if you aren't allowed to follow the easier route perhaps you will be more 
creative and thoughtful in your approach. We could work together to create new 
stewards ... adopt an acre? 

As individuals, I'd probably enjoy meeting anyone of you. As a group, I really do question 
your proposed action ... are you sure that's what you want to do? 

Sincerely, 

Lorna BaldWin 

Hotmail: Trusted email with Microsoft's powerful SPAM protection. Sign up now. 



Miles Barger 
<milesbarger@gmail.com> 

11/16/200906:42 PM 
Please respond to 

milesbarger@gmail.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatrnents@blm.gov 
ed~shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and tbe 8LM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject No on Increased Herbicide Use 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by 
I am extremely concerned that the 8LM is proposing to drama 
herbicide spraying program and as a resule place human heal 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

he BLM in Oregon. 
ically expand its 
h, fish, wildlife, 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands I I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I don't want to be exposed to herbicides when I visit public 
lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation with herbicides. 

I specifically oppose the use of 2,4-0 on public lands. 2,4-0 is extremely 
toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human health effects. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
vJOuld Like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place hillnan health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtfu.l approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plan~s. 

Sincerely, 
Miles Barger 

Miles Barger 



To: BLM Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
From: Pesticide Poisoning Victims United, a Division of The Pitchfork Rebellion 
Mail: Pitchfork Rebellion c/o Day Owen, Box 160, Greenleaf, OR 97430 
Topic: Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Vegetation 
Treatments Using Herbicides in Oregon 
Date: November 8, 2009 

WHO THIS PUBLIC COMMENT REPRESENTS 

The Pitchfork Rebellion is a forest dwellers support group based along the heavily-logged 
Highway 36 corridor in the coastal mountains between Junction City and Mapleton. 
Pesticide Poisoning Victims United consists entirely of members of Pitchfork Rebellion 
who have actually been made sick by herbicides and/or other 'pesticides'. This Public 
Comment on the DEIS for Vegetation Treatments U sing Herbicides on BLM Lands in 
Oregon represents the position of both Pesticide Poisoning Victims United and The 
Pitchfork Rebellion. This comment is authored by Day Owen, founder of both the above 
mentioned groups, and thus also represents his views. Thus, the document in hand 
represents the public comment of three parties: Pesticide Poisoning Victims United, The 
Pitchfork Rebellion, and Day Owen, and therefore preserves the right of any or all of 
those parties to be involved in any future lawsuit against the BLM that may occur in 
regard to this DEIS. 

Important Note: .While this letter represents the public comment of the above stated 
three parties (stated in above paragraph), Pitchfork Rebellion also took out an ad in a 
weekly newspaper in which we included a coupon that people could fill-out and return to 
the DEIS Team for public comment. Because those coupons that are returned to the DEIS 
Team are from individual members of the general public -not members of The Pitchfork 
Rebellion - they should be counted as individual responses. We mention that here 
because we heard that Todd Thomson, who is coordinating the public comment process 
for the BLM, told the executive director ofNCAP that the coupons "would be counted as 
one response." We have consulted with two attorneys and will definitely take legal action 
if a hundred or so individual members of the general public have their comments counted 
as "one response". The legal point in this regard is that these coupons can be 
demonstrated to be from a general circulation newspaper rather than a mailing to 
members of Pitchfork Rebellion. If the latter were the case, counting all of the coupons as 
'one group response' might be legally justified; in this case, it is not. Let us know a.s.a.p. 
whether or not the coupons will be counted as individual responses or as one group 
response so that we can instruct our attorneys accordingly. 

OUR FINDINGS OF FAULT WITH THE DEIS AND PROPOSED ACTION 

We find fault with the DEIS as a whole, and with the selection of Proposed Alternative 
Four as the proposed action. Among our reasons for finding fault with the DEIS -.and for 
throwing our support behind Alternative One (no herbicidcs on BLM lands) - are the 
following items: 



1) We support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - because all of the other 
alternatives would increase the use of herbicides, including the deadly 2,4-D and the 
carcinogenic Diuron. 

2) We specificallv and especially object to the continued use of 2,4-D at all on BLM 
lands, and with the increase in the use of that herbicide that would accompany the 
selection of any of the five listed alternatives in the DEIS with the exception of 
Alternative One (no herbicides), The DEIS itself admits that the use of2,4-D would 
increase with the selection of alternatives two through five, so we need not argue that 
point except to state our opposition to that proposed increase in the use of 2,4-D. 

As pointed out in the DEIS: "2,4-D has possible endocrine disruption abilities .... " 

In the DEIS we also read: "Based on recent studies reviewed by SERA, 2, 4-D is toxic to 
the immune system and developing immune system, especially when used in combination 
with other herbicides (tank mixes). The mechanism of action of2,4-D toxicity is cell 
membrane disruption and cellular metabolic processes. 2, 4-D toxicity aj/ects human 
lymphocytes and nerve tissue. " 

On page 91 of the DEIS it is acknowledged that the National Resources Defense Council 
has petitioned the EPA to revoke all registrations of 2,4-D due to its neurotoxicity, 
endocrine disruption effects, mutagenic effect, dermal (skin) absorption rate increases in 
people who drink alcohol or use sunscreen, and its presence in breast mille The DEIS 
then states that, if2,4-D is made illegal, the BLM will comply with that ruling, Our 
,'esponse: The BLM needs to be more proactive in protecting the public health, It 
can do that by eliminating 2,4-D use on BLM lands NOW! 

3) We acknowledge that the DEIS draws on the previously published PElS that details 
methods by which the BLM intends to mitigate the stated potcntial adverse effects to the 
public and environment of2,4-D and other herbicides listed in the DEIS. However, 
being forest dwellers who actually watch how the BLM contractors and private 
timber contractors involved with her'bicide applications have actually made a sham 
of such mitigating strategies in the past, we have absolutely no confidence in the 
proposed implementation of new mitigating methodologies, The uglv truth is that 
the BLM mitigating stl'3tegies are drawn up in offices by scientists and trumpeted 
by propagandists - 'public relations specialists' and 'communications officel's' -
and then are repeatedly ignored and violated by the private contractors whose chief 
concern is ecomomics and not the protection of the environment or the public 
health, We are tired of being victimized by this scam and refuse to accept your proposed 
mitigation methodologies; instead, we demand abstinence of the use of carcinogenic 
neurotoxins such as 2,4-D on BLM lands. 

4) We specifically object to the following three especially dangerous herbicides that the 
BLM proposes to begin using in Oregon for the first time: bromacil, diuron, and 
tebuthiuron. We specifically name those three in response to the following statement by 



the BLM on page 320 of the DEIS: "Bromacil, diuron, and tebuthiuron have the highest 
risks to some of the public. Diuron is a suspected carcinogen. " 

5) We find fault that the DEIS relied on a politicized Bush-Administration legal 
definition of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. In 2001, 
the industry-dominated Bush administration EPA changed the legal definition of 
pesticide 'drift' to 'the movement ofliquid droplets'. Previously, the definition 
included the movement of vapor. Vaporization occurs when the pesticides/herbicides 
interact with the sun. It is a known fact that pesticides/herbicides drift much farther when 
vaporized than they do as liquid droplets. The current DEIS refers to drift of droplets but 
never once mentions the more far-reaching drift by vaporization. This is such a serious 
scientific omission that it rightfully should render this entire DEIS null and void. 

6) We find fault that the DElS never address - not even in its mitigation methodologies
the currently hot political, social, and scientific topic of buffer zones. For example, when 
the DEIS discusses the proposed use of some aerial spraying, no mention of buffer zones 
is mentioned. This is a serious fault that should render this DEIS null and void. 

7) We find fault with the fact that your DElS did not include an analysis of the inert 
ingredients in the herbicides. We acknowledge that the BLM attributes this deficiency to 
the current law that permits pesticide makers to hide the identity of the inert ingredients 
by claiming 'trade secrets'. However, it is an established fact that sometimes the inert 
ingredients - especially in combination with other pesticides - can be morc toxic to 
humans and fish than the listed ingredients. Thus, we hereby request that the BLM 
have their attorneys press the Obama administration and the EPA to permit BLM 
access to the inert ingredients of each herbicide included in this DEIS. Furthermore, 
the BLM should honestly communicate to Obama and the EPA that the BLM can 
not adequately perform an honest DEIS on hel'bicides without that information and 
will therefore halt all use of herbicides on BLM lands until this access to required 
information is granted. 

8) We find fault tbat that your 'Proposed Action, Alternative Four', would change 
vour current authority "to spray onlv noxious weeds" to have new iegai authority to 
"spray all vegetation". This is especially significant in that the main argument in your 
public relations campaign is the need to fight invasive species. You trumpet this DEIS as 
the BLM answer to the problem of invasive species but only a very careful reader of the 
DEIS will notice that your proposed action - Alternative Four - does not only give you 
new legal authority to fight invasives but to also "spray all vegetation". 

9) We find fault that your 'Proposed Action, Alternative Four,' would give you new 
authority to spray all vegetation at places where children and other members of the 
public commonlv gather, including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, 
hiking trails, and picnic areas. This portion of your proposed action should be 
eliminated immediately due to the fact that children are known to be far more susceptible 
to pesticides than adults. Also, even amongst those members of the public who support 



your trumpeted war on invasives - in the following finding number ten we will explain 
why we are not members of that club - it is unlikely you will find support for new legal 
authority to "spray all vegetation" (not just invasives) at locations where children gather. 
While you will convince some members of the public that it is near impossible for you to 
manually/mechanically (non-herbicide weed management) address invasive and noxious 
species in the remote wildemess, even most of those folks will find it hard to believe that 
you cannot mauually address weeds in public gathering places like picnic areas and camp 
grounds. 

10) We find fault that the DEIS never mentions the primary driving force of the 
current 'War on Invasive Species', namely, the profit motive of 'Big Pesticide', and 
docs not examine the role of pesticide manufacturers in shaping the science relied 
upon by this DEIS. If your DEIS is going to devote large sections to describing the need 
to fight invasive species, it should at least address the fact that many persons .- including 
respected scientists and authors - believe that the issue of invasive species has been 
intentionally inflated and strategically obfuscated by the very multi-national corporations 
('Big Pesticide') who stand to profit by increased use of pesticides. For example, missing 
from the DEIS is au unbiased examination of the ultimate causes of the asserted epidemic 
of invasive species or the full-range of options to deal with that problem. 

Modern industrial forest practices are a root cause of the current problem with invasive 
species in forested lands. Ironically, we hear the complaint from the private timber 
industry - referred to benignly in the DEIS as "our neighbors" -- that the BLM has not 
been doing enough to get rid of invasive species that can then spread to adjoining private 
timber lands. This is ironic because the problem first began in the privately managed 
clear-cut-rotation timber lands and then migrated to the neighboring BLM lauds. The 
ultimate solution is an end to industrial tree farms because such farms create an 
environment that is ripe for invasive species by altering natural ecosystems. Once you 
radically alter a natural ecosystem via industrial logging practices, you will always have a 
chauged natural landscape in which plants that are more suited for tbe new circumstances 
will emerge as dominant. 

Rather than extensively argue our viewpoint on the true cause and ultimate solution to the 
problem of invasive species in our public opinion on the DEIS, we will simply point out 
that the type of thorough, unbiased, scientifically-based but out-of-the-box examination 
of the root causes and range of solutions to the problem of invasive species does not 
occur in the DEIS and in our opinion renders it null and void. 

We recommend that the BLM scientists working on this DEIS read David 
Theodoropoulos' book titled, Invasion Biology: Critique of a Pseudoscience. Toward that 
end we have provided a copy of that book to Ginny Gilley, the BLM director for the 
Eugene region, with the request that she provide that book to the DEIS team of scientists 
with our offer to provide more copies if they are interested. 

11) We find fault with the fact that the BLM gives the false appearance of providing five 
alternatives to choose from in this DEIS. There are five listed alternatives, number four 



being the BLM's preferred option and proposed action. Alternative One is: No 
Herbicides. Alternative Two: Take No Action (the BLM would continue to use just the 
fom herbicides currently permitted by a 1984/87 cOUli injunction). Alternatives three, 
fom, and five all increase the numbers of herbicides to be used by the BLM, but differ in 
regard to important details such as the amount and location of aerial spraying. It is 
important to note that despite the listing of five wide-ranging alternatives, the OElS 
asserts that alternatives one and two are not being considered for selection, that they are 
only included for comparison pmposes because they do not "meet the stated need". The 
problem with that is that a false impression is given to the public that a wide range of 
options is being considered when, in fact, only options that increase the use of herbicides 
- alternatives three through five - arc really being considered. 

However, after stating that alternatives one and two will not be considered, the OEIS then 
does in fact state that there is one conceivable way that Alternative One .- no herbicides 
on BLM lands - might be chosen. We read in regard to this conceivable selection of 
Alternative One: " ••• it is conceivable for a variety of legal, social ... reasons 
that it might be selected, at least in localized areas. " 

12) It is our finding that the social reasons for selecting alternative one 
referred to in the last sentence above have now been met, at least in Lane 
County, as asseted by us in the following letter that we hand-delivered to 
Ginny Gilley, director of the BLM regional office in Eugene, on November 
1 st. That letter is titled, 'Notification of Verdict in the Mock Trial Case of 
Mother Nature Versus the BLM', and explains that on October 31, over one 
hundred persons braved heavy rains to attend a rally in support of 
Alternative One that featured a mock trial of the BLM. As the following 
letter concludes, we formally submit that this occurrence - the BLM on trial 
in the streets of Eugene - should be viewed by the BLM as satisfying your 
stated "conceivable" reason for selecting Alternative One. The following 
letter is to be considered a part of this Finding Number Twelve of our public 
comment on the DElS. 

Notice of Verdict Against the BLM 
in the Mock Trial Case of 

Mother Earth Versus the BLM 
held on October 31, 2009, at old US Courthouse 

From: The Pitchfork Rebellion 
Box 160, Greenleaf, OR 97412 email: greenlion@pitchforkrebellion.com 
To: Bureau of Land Management 



Dear Ginny Gilley of Eugene/Springfield Office of BLM: 

We, Pesticide Poisoning Victims United, a Division of The Pitchfork Rebellion, hereby 
respectfully request that you forward copies of this communication to the following three 
offices, and that you take the other steps outlined in this letter. Those three offices are: 
I) The Portland Office of Oregon BLM Director Ed Shepard; 
2) The National Director ofthe BLM (we don't know the name of this person); 
3) Ken Salazar, Director of the Department of the Interior. 

This letter is to inform the BLM that on October 31, 2009, more than one huudred 
people braved heavy min to attend an outdoor Mock Trial of the BLM. The trial was 
called The Case of Mother Earth Versus the BLM and featured testimony of persons 
dressed as various forest creatures as well as humans who have been poisoned by timber 
industry herbicides. 

THIS TRIAL WAS IN RESPONSE TO THE CURRENT BLM DRAFT 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR VEGETATION 
TREATMENTS USING HERBICIDES ON BLM LANDS IN OREGON, which is 
now in the public comment period scheduled to end December 1. 

The trial included testimony on behalf of BLM's 'Preferred Alternative Number Four' by 
a mock BLM spokesperson. Standing behind and above that spokesperson on a ladder 
was a puppeteer with strings attached to the BLM spokesperson. That puppeteer was 
lab led "Big Pesticide" to make the point that the entire "war on invasives" that has 
resulted in the current BLM plan to increase use of pesticides in Oregon is, as trial 
testimony well demonstrated, truly a money-making gimmick hatched by Big Pesticide, 
especially Monsanto. For example, the origin of the BLM's current war on invasive 
plants can be demonstrated to be the Council on Invasive Species that came into 
existence by Presidential Executive Order 13112. Trial evidence demonstrated that 
though the Executive Order was issued by President Clinton, it was essentially written by 
Monsanto lobbyists. FUliher, the point man within the administration who brokered the 
negotiations between Clinton and Monsanto was Secretary of Commerce Mickey Kantor, 
who, after leaving office, was placed on the Board of Directors of Monsanto. From the 
time of the issuing of Presidential Executive Order 131 12 until the present, the council 
established by that order - The Council on Invasive Species - has served the interests of 
Big Pesticide, including providing the gloss of scientific credibility to a pseudoscience 
called "Invasion Biology." Further supporting data and findings available npon request: 
greenlion@pitchforkrebellion.com 

It is the finding of this Mock Trial Court as affirmed by the attached signatures of the 
twelve chief jurors to the penalty statement on the following page, that the BLM should 
require that their scientists read the book, Invasion Biology: Critique ofa 
Pseudoscience, by David Theodoropoulos. 
One copy of that book will be delivered to the office of the Eugene/Springfield BLM 
by Pitchfork Rebellion Trick-or-Treaters in garb of forest creatures on Monday, 
November 1, at 3 pm, along with this letter. 



We hereby request that Ginny Gilley inform the other recipients ofthis letter that the 
BLM's stated (in summary of DE IS) "conceivable" reason that Alternative One - no 
herbicides - "might be chosen at least in some regions" (i.e. "political" or "social" 
reasons) has been achieved in Lane County by virtue of the well-attended mock trial that 
has been described in this letter. We ask Ms Gilley to meet with us in that regard. 



v(.c. 11{11 



Sarah Jilka 
<smjilka@yahoo.com> 

11/17/200907:01 AM 
Please respond to 

smjilka@yahoo.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me, other people and animals to 
Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl.ife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

WhiIe there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal ~o expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shoc]<:ed that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s cornrnitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
wou.ld like to work with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Sa:::ah Jilka 

eugene, OR 



Bill Evans <billev@efn.org> 

11/16/2009 11 :26 PM 
Please respond to 

billev@efn.org 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed~shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oreg n. 
I am extreme.ly concerned that the 8LM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place huma:1 health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive vIeeds on public lands, I oppose trie BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives ·to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work "v.Jith the 3LM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Evans 

Eugene, Oregon 97405 



steve lanusse 
<Ianusse 60@yahoo.eom> 

11/16/200910:01 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

ce 

bee Please respond to 
lanusse60@yahoo.eom Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by he ELM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to drama ically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human heal h, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

fish, wildlife, 

While chere is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray !lative vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to iT:. may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s comInitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
wOiJ.ld like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for l.ow-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLL"1? s proposed approach will place human health and 
.watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropria~e grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

steve lanusse 



Craig Ambrose 
<frommthood@yahoo.com> 

11116/200909:23 PM 
Please respond to 

frommthood@yahoo.com 

Vegetati.on Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtrea~ments@blrn.gov 

ed _.shepard@blrn. gov 

Dear Mr Sil.epard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg TI. 

I am extremely concerned that the BLM .1.S proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants· and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of na~ive vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit pub2.ic lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s com.,"'nitment to human heal'th. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact_ erad.ication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Craig Ambrose 



Siddiq Kilkenny Kilkenny 
<siddiq2@yahoo.com> 

11/16/200907:48 PM 
Please respond 10 

siddiq2@yahoo.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Sh,epard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm,gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLIvJ is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive l,t.leeds 'on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2(~-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLlVl to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Siddiq Kilkenny Kilkenny 

c st. 



micheal sunanda 
<michealspun@yahoo.com> 

11/16/200907:21 PM 
Please respond to 

michealspun@yahoo.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value our natural public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in 
Oregon. I am extremely concerned that the BIJLvJ is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked tha't the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure t.o it may result. in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s cOITlW,itment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s p'roposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

micheal sunanda 

888 Almaden 



Lorna Baldwin 
<lorna .baldwin@hotrnail.com> 

11/16/200907:13 PM 
Please respond to 

lorna.baldwin@hotmaii.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatrnents@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatrnents@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While 'Chere is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program. to include the spraying of nativ'e vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling- need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic a.nd exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying-. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the 8LM to manua.lly remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoug-htful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction a!1d logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Lorna Baldw,in 



Katy Bartzokis 
<bartzokh@whitman.edu> 

11/16/200904:46 PM 
Please respond to 

bartzokh@whitman.edu 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the 8LM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Herbicides on public lands 

I greatly value the public land.s and watersheds managed by 
I am extremely concerned that the BUVJ is proposing to drama 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place hUman heal 
non-target plants and water quality at risk." 

he BLlVl in Oregon. 
ically expand its 
hi fish, wildlife, 

While there is w'idespread agreement over the need to s.low the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose t:he BLlv}?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s cOITL'Ttitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropria~e grazing, road construction and logg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Katy Bartzokis 

houghtful approach 
he problem suc-h as 
ng activities that 

to 

spread 



Nena Lovinger 
<hopsbran@aol.com> 

111161200904:23 PM 
Please respond to 

hopsbran@aol.com 

Vegetation Treatments ErS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the pub1.ic lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the 8LM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visi:: public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetat:ion 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BL[\1?s cOfru'1litment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the probl,em such a,s 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
i.nvasive plants. 

Sincerely f 

Nena Lovinger 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM I~'WS -7331;0/, ~""'-~~~:Jt.;U) 171{ I;{ 

J::a:' e ;, 11 AfllAiJJygv.;, &tLa,r~ ; ,OKPWZ Dear BLM, my name and address are: ~v,:h~ ~bl4=.4-v. j _"':? I 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides _. because all of the other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides. induding the deadly 2A~D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not inclwle an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
oflhe term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to olTer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', \vould change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new !ega I authority to "spray all vegctntion", including at schools on leased BLM lands. campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental 1m act Statement on BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: _.!.!t~"'c)i!.(~b:::::"£"/£::IC!,il<:f~t:..L.L~:..f~.j).0.-.l':::'"LkK~C£S,...l.J:. 
J oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. 1 support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - because all of the other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides, including the deadly 2.4-D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fa\.-1: that your DEIS did not include an analysis of1he inert ingredients and relied on a Bush~Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to offer five alternatives but admit that nwnbers one and two are "only for comparison." 

I objed to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
betore profits! 

',. FE 77 ., .. ,. .. .. an .. .. .. .. == .. .. == we --
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

/1>" .. , .... ~ 01 Z .. ~() 
Dear BLM, my name and address are: {r',,(./\ \,J C ItG~<-:J0 '71f (,; (;:'7\/\( j ( Jb 1 

I oppose yoor plan to increase nse of pesticides. I s~pport ALTERNA:rIVE ONE - no herbicides -J:cause al'l o;the other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides, induding the deadly 2A~D and the carcinogenic Dimoo. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis or the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

1 protest that you pretend to otTer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', \vouJd change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
bdore profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: 'So€-\ ~ ~ 'l$-z b c.....~ ,(,:\. ""-"JL L ~'-""'" 
"'L'-\..~ 

I oppose your plan to increase lise of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - because all orthe other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides, induding the deadly 2,4-D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not includ.e an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as dritl 

I protest that you pretend to otTer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison:' 

I object to the fact that your' Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds'· to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation'·, including at schools on leased BLM lanos, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: A z.V\~ +de Ss, (;520 Cw rrLl /AU-<- L 2S'""' 
I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides _ .. bccause\n of the other a!tern~~~01.\ 
would increase the use of pesticides, including the deadly 2.4-D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
urthe term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to otTer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have nt'!w legal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
bdore profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 
r' 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: ?SC~-£'fClb~VLL'\,\t \H>J<, I Il.. '1 S~ l'?f~04' ') () Ie 
- vTYO 

E - no herbicides -- because all oflhe other ttltern~ves I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. 
would increase the use of pesticides. including the deadly 2.4-D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your DElS did not include an analysis uflhe inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to otTer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison," 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option. Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" 10 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides ;; 

1 -,t . • [:""'~ 
, , j ,_ • ,U 0_ _ :t 1· ,"1~ (), .V ~ 

Dear BLM, my name and address are; t i (.I-ILt e j 1~?CiI" I 130 lv. 11 6UY,",#< LJ "'0) ~,J' .. 
I '7 f'1iJ I 

I oppose your pJan to increase use of pesticides. , support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - because all of the other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides. induding the deadly 2.4-0 and the carcinogenic Diufofl. 

[protest the fact that your OElS did not include an analysis ufthe inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor a'5 drift. 

I protest that you pretend to alTer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison:' 

1 object to the fact that your' Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental!mpact Statement on BLM Herbicides 1 olZ-
f:t ,"" c, ;~"R' "")" lJe' &11 r{" 7 ") -". ' '. ",':? ,'~ j " ""). j .r < ,,", .' c· if -::) 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: JI 1~1 /h VJ(,jl{ fU[) ") £ < 'clii woO, ,r () "", J " r 
I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. 1 support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - because all orthe other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides. induding the deadly 2,4-0 and the c-an.:inogenic Diuron. 

1 protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis ufthe inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drin" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to oller five alternatives but admit that numbers one und two are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your' Proposed Option, A!t\jrnative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new kgal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools on kased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on ELM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: 18111 r iZi'r,:(!c)l, , 47fl tS L4A 'IS /, "A 1i'1 Fi«crr-IZ vjJl/ 
, ~ --- ,- j ~ . v ",.... J" 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATlVE ONE _ .. no herbicides - because nil of the other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides, including the deadly 2.4~D and the carcinogenic Diuron, 

I protest the fact that your OEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingrl,;;dients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration ofvapof as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to otTer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fad that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would \:hange your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new Iega! authority to "spray all vegetation". including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

/IA 
---.~-

Dear BLM, my name and address are: GEE: IS q a 1L/! J -I f IIr 

I _~se your plan to increase use of pesticides. 1 support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - because all of the other alternatives 
wOiifd increase the use of pesticides, induding the deadly 2.4 M D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your DElS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush·Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift 

I protest that you pretend to otfer tive alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your' Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits! b ••• m=mm __________ _ 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

r J /' A' ~ ~"1 r R - I ;/, ('J 5; ,-, ,1"",", :~7 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: r::::C~ r 0-0 5#(":1 I;) J;£, "'1; !-1!fPNl; u91 If OJ 
I oppose your plan to increase lise of pesticides. 1 support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides ~ beC<1l1SC ~JI of the other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides, induding the deadly 2A~D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legaJ definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to otfer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison," 

I object to the fad that your 'Propos-ed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation"", including at schools 011 leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement onBLM Herbicides 
. .. '. . F I'd J"1 ~ t~eJr"· .. ' .' .' . !l 

I)earBLM,mynameandaddressare: '1)..2. 8S-NejSOh' pll'hfJ, 11b:dv;)(\c)cf' On. '( ly56 

l,?pposeyour plan to increase use of pesticides. 1 support ALTERNATIVE ONE -no herbicides -'- because all of the other alternatives 
w041d.increase the use ofpestiHides, including the deadly 2,4-D and the carcinogenic Diuron, 

I protestthe factthaf your DEISdidrtotindude an analysisofthe inert ingredients andtelied on a Bush-Administration legal defmition 
oflhe tenn"drift" that eliminat;od the consideration o(vapor as drift 

.I protestthat you pretend to offer five alternatives butadmitthat numbers one and two are "only for' comparison." 

I 
, 

I 

I obj<k;t to fuefactthaf your 'Proposed Option,Alternative Four',would change your current authority "t,?sprayonly noxious weeds:~,\' 
have ne)V. legaLauthority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools on leased BLM lands; campgrounds,anct:picnic 
before profits! . . . 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

1 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: eh ?jf/a Ijq", 1f.i1 t~o,w I ~-1. .." . 
.:::> 0= t:eaA '- Sf, <;;: lJ (:,JLG{)Q 97'1-1 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides ~ because all ofthe-tther alternatives C-
would increase the use of pesticides_ including the deadly 2.4~D and the carcinogenic Diuroo. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush·Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to otTer tive alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are ·'only for comparison." 

I object to the fad that your' Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority "10 spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new IegaJ authority to "spray all vegetation". induding at schools on kased BLM lands. campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
hefore profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: c.,\,\-,S 2; I \La....- k3D M v{)a),= it\-- l?«-H4Y4= , a 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. ! support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - because all of the other alternatives 
\vould increase the use of pesticides, including the deadly 2.4·D ami the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your DElS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush·Administration legaJ definition 
of the term "dritt" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to otfer flYe alternatives but admit that numbers ooe and two arc "only for comparison:' 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would -.:hange your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray al! vegetation". including at schools on leased BLM lands. campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
bet()re profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

.-:\ /f I' .' 
Dear BLM, my name and address are:",J)j\(A...V) V'\ et ----rtrzr~ I f .:~' -= . 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE '- no herbicides - because all ofthe other alternatives 
would increase the usc of pesticides. including the deadly 2.4-I? and the carcinogenic Dimon. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did oot include an analysis ufthe inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to 01Ter tivc alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fad that your' Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would (hange your current authority ,'to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegdation", inclUding at schools on kased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

'11 el/'; , 
Dear BLM, my name and address are: (j, 11'\ f ~lA1J/Av~f ) -:z j tJ 

V 

" " J" v 
..u\....( .. ~ f7 crl1h Ct.~...er-L" 

V 

1 oppose your piau to increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE ~ no herbicides"- because all of the other alternatives 
\vould increase the use of pesticides, including the deadly l.4~D and the carcinogenic Dimon. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush~Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift 

I protest that you pretend to otTer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your' Proposed Option, Aitern(ltive Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all ve-getation", including at schools on kased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
bdort: protitsl 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement o~ BL~ Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: _!\~~'..L'-"~!ii-,I_-,::j"_.sL-_\\-'--'''/l/V''''----'\¥--./Y-fL--,-,-________________ _ 

I oppose your plan 10 increase use of pesticides. I support ALf'ERNATIVE ONE .. - no herbicides _. becUlIse all of the other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides. including the deadly 2.4~D and the carcinogenic Diuron, 

I protest the fact that your OEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
oflhe term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to otTer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds'· to 
have new legal authority to "spray aU vegdation", including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas, Children 
beforc profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Stafefl1cnt on B,LM Herbicides - . - b 
It>; \\ ,"- ",I,. (Cc \1'-'1 . ,,\"1::> 1 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: V' 10 11. "'b i '" ,'5:' ). c "-.\, 1',-. 0\L. <.:> ,1-

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. 1 support ALTERNATl VE ONE ... no herbicides - because all of the other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides. induding the deadly 2.4-0 and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your OEIS did not include an analysis orlhe inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift 

r protest that you pretend to otTer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "~only for comparison." 

I objc~t to the fact that your' Proposed Option, Alternative Four', \voldd change your current authority "to spray only noxiolls weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray a!! vegdation". including at schools on leased BLM Janus. campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
bd(lfI;: profits! 



Robert WRack 
<rrock@fs.fed.us> 

11/17/200901:41 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bee 

Subject Support for Invasive treatment with herbicides. 

1. I fully support BLM's Draft Vegetation Treatments Using Herbicides on BLMLands in 
Oregon Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). Invasive plants are currently affecting 
ecosystems and the bio-diversity of the state of Oregon. 

2. I would like to see a process where new herbicides can be added to BLM's tool box as 
more effective herbicides become available with that less persistence in the environment 
than Picloram. 

3. Early Detection and Rapid Response is necessary if new infestations are to be controlled 
when located. 
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.PnijlIc COlhlllentoll Draft EnvirOnmental Impac{Stafement<()II:!3LMHerbic1des 

DearBLM,myname and address are: "v1AJdJ1. I'. C#l/..JaJ[jiij1r- 4Cl.1r6-:1 /{h;(/L.Sj ~ 

r9~~O~]p .. e ..•........ o.u .... '.r ·'.P.·.I. a. n t.· .... o ..... · .. l.· .. nc .•... T. ;,ase ... U~eofp. estic~des.~.I. · .. s.!.PQ§?LTERN ...•... · ..•. A .• 'FIvEO'NE~ no .. h~.r.bicides. -beCall~e. all.of t.h.e otheraIt.ernatives 
wOUldmcreasetheU .. s .•.. ·.e ..•.... O ... f •... p ... e .... st.l .. Cld .. e. S.' ... l.nclUd .. mg.t.. deadl. ,4-D." · .. a .. nd. ~. carcmogen~ .. ' ,/:J.d. '.~ .. '. ..~. ~. "dtit.·~. . ..... '. ........ '. . .' . h ~ """'~:l I . 

~Y"~~dldnbU\1.chide an .. analysis oftheinertingredientsand relied ona Bush-Administration legal defiuition 
lateIiminatedtl).'iicOnsideration ohapm asdtift ..... ~~~. P#~1I...!I1. 

1. p.xdtestth. af,ydnpreietrd.·. Jtqbfferfiv~alitfui#j-vesbutadmitthat;;mnbel:s one.and.twoare"oniy. for comparison. 
. . '.; .,.... . .; .. '/" ..... '/ "'/ ", 

IObj¢CtitOt1l~f?C(th:it.yout'I>ropose~g;;Id~,;~lternativeFout';wollld·c~angeyour current·authority "tosprayonlynoiiollswe~9s".to 
·liay"ne . .w;leglllallthority to "sprayaltvegetation", including atscho(jls()nl~ased BI.;ty11ands,Qampgrounds, and picnicareas,Children 

2 OCTOBER 29;2009 



Pi c lfork Rebellion presents: 
A g' 1, peaceful rally to save our forests! 

Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides qO'-io ,)fA):;7S!· 

C<hvcJ<. & ke VI b I? <:k Po rt!al'ld . o~ Dear BLM, my name and address are: 
YQ 1;7).)9 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. 1 support ALT'ERNATl VE ONE - no herbicides - because all of the other alternatives 
would increase the LlSC of pesticides. induding the deadly 2.4~D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not incluue an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush~Administration !egal definition 
of the term "drilt" that eJiminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to otTer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "~only tor comparison." 

1 object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', \vould change your current authority ,'to spray only noxioLls weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before prolits! 



Pitchfork Rebellion presents: 
A legal, peaceful rally to save our forests! 

@ 

Dear B LM, my na me a od address are: .:::::J2I"I1L....,::L~li;d!'lJ~::.-_lF~I-...l~~h.~~.J~:;,1!~.'=;t;.L~ 

I oppose your plan to increase usc of pesticides. I support Al.:TERNATlVE ONE - no:h,,,h,C1des 
would innease the use of pesticides. induding the deadly 2.4~D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your OEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush~Administration legal definition 
ufthe term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to otTer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your' Propos(;d Option. Alternative Four', would change your current authority ·'to spray only noxious wt.:t.:ds" to 
have new Jegal authority to "spray nil vegetation", including at schools on kased J3LM lands, campgrounds, and pimic art.:as. Children 
before profits! 
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_ _ ___ .. ~-_-- _---_m_ _~~.-_ __~ ____ _ 
Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

"'l "- \1 '1l.J\~ eo "1\'1 . . , _ 
Dear BLM. my name and address are: :5 3 D D :;;:",-{)J=' "-Lf"",,,-r--1i<:..;-V.ct<e,,,,,WL\ tic:-'I"O;-'-!::.5 _____________ _ 

lGd'e. 6-;l,c<>r 6 oiL q lb 3 <;;-
I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. 1 support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - because all of the other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides, induding the deadly 2A~D and the cardnogenic Diuroo. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relit:d on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
oflhe term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor a<.; drift. 

I protest that you pretend to alTer five alternatives but admit that numbers om: and two are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your' Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious \veeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray al! vegetation". including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 

before profits! 'S0Jlfl.e:..., !J~ 6:.J.,@:/i.Q/v~ 



Castro Shrader 
<sshrader48@yahoo.com> 

111171200904:14 PM 
Please respond to 

sshrader48@yahoo.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatrnents@blrn.gov 
ed~shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the B.LM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Castro Shrader 



Marguery Lee Zucker 
<!ee@thelocomotive .com> 

11/17/200904:51 PM 
Please respond to 

lee@thelocomotive.com 

Vegetation Treatments Ers Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portlan~. OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blrn.gov 
ed_shepard@blrn.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the 8LM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, IIJi1d1i£e, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
.-invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recrea1:ion sites. I do not. want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLI"1 is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s cormnitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manuaLl.y remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the prob1em such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Marguery Lee Zucker 



Kathy Kirsh 
<kkirsh@pcinw.com> 

11/17/200906:50 PM 
Please respond to 
kkirsh@pcinw.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the 8LM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing -co spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
t.rle BLM?s commitment t:o human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am- concerned tha'C the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construct_ion and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely I 

Kathy Kirsh 



Melanie Jessee 
<melanie .jessee@gmail.com> 

11/17/2009 06: 11 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Please respond to 
melanie.jessee@gmail.com 

Subject Please Do Not Increase use of Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed _,shepard@blm. gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by 
r a~ extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to drama 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human heal 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

he BLM in Oregon. 
ically expand its 
h, fish, wildlife, 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
wi th herbicJ"des. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to ~- may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BIJM?s cOITL...rnitment to human health. 

Please consid.er alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and irnplernent a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropr,iate grazing, road construction and logg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Melanie ,Jessee 

Melanie Jessee 

houghtful approach 
he problem such as 
ng activities that 

to 

spread 



Koema Hummingbird 
<create .koema@gmail.com> 

11117/200907:38 PM 
Please respond to 

create.koema@gmail.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed _~ shepard@blm. gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the 8LM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not wa.nt myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BIJM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropria~e grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Koema HUITmingbird 



jo ferneau 
<josied@grnail.com> 

11/18/200904:17 AM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
josied@gmail.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepa.::-d@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to drama 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human heal 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

he BLM in Oregon. 
ically expand its 
h, fish, wildlife, 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herb.1.cides when 
we visit publ.ic lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low~impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Pl(;ase develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the, root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and .logging. activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

SincereJ..y, 

jo ferneau 



will sears 
<willcsears@gmai!.com> 

11/18/200909:38 AM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bee Please respond to 
willcsears@gmail.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the 8,LM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wilen fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program ~o include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compOund 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans ma.kes me doubt 
the BLM?s cornm,itment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BI,M to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and 10gg 
invasive plants. 

will sears 

houghtful approach 
he problem such as 
ng activities that 

to 

spread 



Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

DearBLM,my name and address are: ~JOli, '\1jJ,p~ /1!:>'1'{ 1l-4-Vl.b;"" 011..., S/tu.I"'('F\\'t'1J 

I oppose your pian to increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - because all of the other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides, inCluding the deadly 2,4~D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your DElS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to offer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fal-i that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', \Ilould change your current authority ·'to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray atl vegetation", including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
betore profits! 
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Pitchfo 
A legal, 

(ellnellion presents: 
rally to save our forests! 

@ 

Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

L' f .(J '.' B 
Dear BLM, my nq.me and address are: ,21aa cee"":>eCvV1.t! vI J r,O, ~Ol< ",2)£11"",,-," OR-. 

(;:;'32!;"f f,\"!y 3~Y/heshive" (17'137 7 
I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE -- no herbicides - because all of the other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides. including the deadly 2.4~D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

! protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingrl;)dients and rdied on a Bush"Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to oller five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for (..;omparison," 

I objed to the fad that your 'Propused Option, Alternative Four', would change your current nuthority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new !egal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools on leased BLM lands, (..;ampgrollnds, and pknic areas. Children 
bdore profits! 



Rebellion presents: 
rally to save our forests! 

Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides " C h s. ~ r ~ 
'(:5,'" \ () ')..'3:l'''i kl"Shwc,,:? -b,l (J; "1,1'1"'1" 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: -,-=:..:.:c:-!:>"'---.J1C;::':> !J1:;".lr.JiCIl'll"t:l1 ~"L-_________ .!.' __ .",J_'-::":'''-~i-1._ I I 
, ; 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - because all of the other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides, including the deadly 2.4~D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on,,~, Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the' term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to offer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison," 

I objeli to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: M2dh Qita!?' 0 8otS~lt( 301 If ~ fit,mP; fJ& 97'fO/ 
I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. J support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - because all of the other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides. including the deadly 2.4-0 and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to offer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your' Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on ELM Herbicides 

'\',UM" , 1.1 ;11, 'I{'~ ,z.o'''o'- 11 '!-I, A\',,0, Gt r7Y, Dear BLM, my name and address are: \ j v,old i"!fMt:l kh ~, v, -.J ! J -t:", .I{";'. FI(···tACN~ r7 '? 
I I I ."..:; 

J oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. I support ALrERNATlYE ONE - no herbicides .~ because aU of the other alternatives 
\vould increase the use of pesticides, including the deadly 2,4~D and the cardnogenic Dimon, 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis ofthe inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration !ega! definition 
ufthe term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift 

I protest that you pretend to otTer five alternatives but admit that numbers one und two are "~only for comparison." 

1 o~itct to th¢ fa(:t that your 'Proposed Optioo, Alternatiw Four", \vollld change your current authority "to spray only noxiolls weeds" to 
have m::w legal authorit.y to "spray all vegetation". induJing at schools on leased BLM lands. ("ampgrounds. and picnic areas. Children 
be!(}re profits! 



Todd 
Thompson/ORSOIOR/BLM/D 
01 

11/18/200906:40 AM 

Another one for the list. 
Ed Shepard 

----- Original Message ----
From: Ed Shepard 

To "Christi Denton" <Christi_Denton@blm.gov> 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Fw: Please don't spray poison everywhere 

Sent: 11/18/2009 06:30 AM PST 
To: Todd Thompson 
Subject: Fw: Please don't spray poison everywhere 

This didn't have the comment email address on it, so here is another comment (not substantive). 

Ed Shepard 
OR/WA State Director 
(503) 808-6026 
----- Forwarded by Ed Shepard/ORSOIOR/BLM/DOI on 11118/200906:29 AM -----

david piccioni 
<davevegchem@live,com> 

11/17/200904:12 PM 

To <ed_shepard@blm.gov> 

cc 

Subject Please don't spray poison everywhere 

Please address the root causes of invasive species i.e. cattle grazing.This will go farther than 
putting dangerous chemicals in places where they will seep into our water and food. 
Thank you 
David Ivan Piccioni 
Cindy Biles 

Hotmail: Trusted email with powerful SPAM protection. Sign up now. 



carla hervert 
<chervert@ohvi.org> 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 
11/18/2009 05:03 PM 

bcc Please respond to 
chervert@ohvLorg Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments ErS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed~shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement ove,r the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compel.ling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s cornmitmen't to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would l:i"ke to work with the BLM to manually remove invas,J..ve weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealo0~ herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logg 
invasive plants. 

2:incerely, 

carla hervert 

houghtful approach to 
he problem such as 
ng activities that spread 



Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herhicides 

Dea r B LM I my n a mea n d add ress are: ,_,,";~i1l_=,J,:1!1"~'i''','---'''''t;\,:::,,'':J,,Ll,~~21",::jj'::.ti,J:J;\t'It;i",i~,~ ,':4", 

1 oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides, I suppon AU-r:RNATIVL: o:--:r-: - 1)\) hcl'bic'idc~ bC(:,lIISe 01! (lfl,he ilthci ~1!krn:l1i\'cs 

would increase the use of pesticides. jm'luding the ,.kC1di:, 2,4-D ,m.lllic c:-trUJ1t,\ cniL' DlLi",I[i 

1 protest the fact th3t your DE1S did Iwi include' ,1Il (In<l!; sis ot\Jw i:1l:'rt inp;;jlcr!lS Zinc! i'('iic',j on:, Bush-.-\dmin:str,'\t!un kg;)i ddirli!II);1 

of the term "drift" that eliminated the cOrlsiJermiun or\'apur as drill 

1 protest that YOll pretend to oller five alternalj\CS hut admit that IlWnDtT:" (lil~' 2[1(,1 hIll a:T '\)nl:-. fu[ comp,lfis()n' 

I object to the tact thai yOU! -Proposed Option, Alh:rnati\c Fow', \\'Uuld changi;' :Ull!" current (Iulhuril: "t(l SpUl: onl: rlo'\ions \\'\:eJ--;" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation". inCluding at schouis on k'Jsed fIL\1Iands. cafllpgrz)unds. and picnic Jreas, Chikir-en 
before profits! 
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Mervin Witt 
<bertwitt@gmail.com> 

11/19/2009 10:36 AM 
Please respond to 

bertwitt@gmail.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatrnents@blm.gov 
ed __ shepard@blm. gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit publ"ic lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that th,e BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result J"n serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s cornmitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that th_e BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach "to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Mervin Witt 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLMRetbiddes 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: ~\i' ml!$V IHI.l3<AOML~Ue.. ~.\ [&J\'&ugt"i6>f.. 

I oppose yourpJan to increase. tIse of pesticides. 1 support ALTERNATIVE ONE -.no herbicides - be.canse all. of the other alternatives 
would increase the use of pest rei des, induding the deadly 2,4-D andthecarcinogenic Diuron, 

- '. . 

. I protestthe fact thatyourDEIS did !lOt include an analysis of the inert ll1gredients and t"lied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eIiminatedthe 6onsideration ohapor as drift. 

I pmtest that you pretend to offer five alternatives hut admit that numbers one arid two are "only for comparison," 

I object to the tile! that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four' ,wouldchanllc your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
. have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation':, including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic .areas. Children 

before profits! . 



SILVIES 
VALLEY 
RANCH 
CSTA8USI-IED 1883 

November 3, 2009 

U.S. Department of the Interior 
Bureau of Land Management 
Vegetation Treatment EIS 
P.O. Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

Re: Support of Alternative 4 - Treatment of Noxious Weeds in Eastern Oregon 

To whom it may concern: 

This letter is being written in support of Alternative 4 of the Vegetation Treatments Draft EIS 
that would make available 12 herbicides west of the Cascades and 16 herbicides east of the 
Cascades to help control noxious weeks on BLM lands in Oregon. 

As one of the owners of Silvies Valley Ranch, located in the Silvies Valley in Eastern Oregon, 
we lease several thousands of acres of BLM range land that surround our ranch-owned property 
and have seen firsthand the incursion of noxious weeds that have overtaken native plants and . 
increased the risk of wildfire. We hope that in Oregon the BLM will revise its practice to 
include all of the herbicides currently utilized by the rest of the Bureau in other western states. 

R,gmd";f~ 

Keith Baltzor 
Vice President - Cattle & Crop Production 

/kcp 

cc: Kenny McDaniel, District Manager 
BLM - Bums District Office 
28910 Hwy20 West 
Hines, OR 97738 

12000 Hwy 395 N 
Burns, m~ 97720 

541-602-2612 

Caring for our environment, livestock and families, 



"pastor" <pastor@louee.org> 

11/19/2009 03:30 PM 

To <orvegtreatments@blm.gov> 

ee 

bee 

Subject Spraying Land 

Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM 
Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: Valerie Garrick, 16052 Reese Rd., Lake Oswego, OR 
97035 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides -
because all of the other alternatives would increase the use of pesticides, including the deadly 2,4-D and 
the carcinogenic Diuron. I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis of the inert 
ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition of the term "drift" that eliminated the 
consideration of vapor as drift. 1 protest that you pretend to offer five alternatives but admit that 
numbers one and two are "only for comparison,~' 
I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority 
"to spray only noxious weeds" to have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools 
on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children before profits! 



Chanah Hall 
<chanahhall@yahoo.com> 

11/19/2009 10:08 PM 
Please respond to 

chanahhall@yahoo.com 

Vegetation Treatments ErS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I have thought a great deal about what I want to say on this subject but 
decided that this letter formatted by KS Wild says it all, so I am sending you 
this unaltered. I want you to know' that this in no way inva}idates the 
strength of my feeling about this issue and that I hope you will hear my voice 
even though you may have seen this letter from many others. 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to sJ..ow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation aJ..ong roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the 8LM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 
Chanah Hall 

Chanah HalJ 



adamspvkt@comcast.net 

11119/2009 10:56 PM 

Requestor: Paul W. Adams 

To Oregon Vegetation Treatments Draft EIS Comments 
<orvegtreatments@blm.gov> 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Oregon Vegetation Treatments Draft EIS Comments - Paul 
W.Adams 

E-mail address: adamspvkt@comcast.net 

Comments: 
The Oregon Society of American Foresters (OSAF) has nearly 1,000 
members and is the largest state affiliate of the national Society of 
American Foresters (SAF). T.he SAF supports and represents the 
forestry profession in advancing the science, education, technology, 
and practice of forestry. OSAF members work throughout the state in 
a variety of organizations, including local, state and federal 
agencies, higher education, as well as the private sector. Although 
the OSAF has not taken a formal poll or position on the DElS and the 
alternatives presented, we offer these comrnents to provide a 
professional perspective we believe is consistent with the views of 
the broader OSA,F membership. 

Concerning the general use of herbicides, OSAF has a formal position 
statement that says: "[OSAF] ... supports the careful use of pesticides 
that are registered for forest use. When used properly, pesticides 
are a safe and important tool to protect the health and productivity 
of forests by controlling competing vegetation, non-native, invasive 
species and other harmful, unwanted pests." (Using Pesticides on 
Forest Lands - A position of the Oregon Society of American 
Foresters, adopted May 6, 2008). 

Clearly, this perspective supports BLM's interests in the analysis 
and use of herbicides to cant.rol noxious weeds and invasive plants on 
its forest lands in Oregon. Moreover, it does not support 
alternatives that would arbitrarily prohibit herbicide use or 
similarly restrict uses by specific plant class, location, or 
application method that otherwise are allowed by law on these lands. 
To effectively deal with the tremendous range of site conditions and 
management needs on such a large land base, forestry and other 
resource professionals must be able to develop site-specific 
treatment prescriptions with the discretion to choose among all 
available tools and techniques. 

Thank you for considering these comrnents as the final, EIS and Record 
of Decision are prepared. 

Tim Keith, Chair-Elect, OSAF 



Paul W. Adams, Chair, OSAF Po.licy & Legislation Cormnittee 



Paul Stell 
<Paul@bendparksandree.org 
> 

11/20/2009 11 :03 AM 

To "orvegtreatments@blm.gov" <orvegtreatments@blm.gov> 

ee 

bee 

Subject Draft EIS for vegetation treatments 

I am the Chair Person for the Deschutes County Noxious Weed Advisory Board. We heartily endorse the 
preferred alternative # 4. We want the BLM to have all of the best tools at their disposal to combat 
invasive species in general and noxious weeds in particular. Also this alternative will enable the BLM to 
manage vegetation in general with the greatest efficiency by using all best practices available. 

Paul 
Natural Resource Manager 

1675 SW Simpson Ben.oR97702 
Office (541) 388-5435 
Celt (541) 948-4088 

FAX (541) 388-3613 

Y':L'W..w,b.aoQp...£lrksglndrecora 

Connecting people to nature and to each other 
74 parks 56 miles of traiL 770 different recreation programs 



zap_oregon@msn.com 

11/20/200906:21 PM 

Requestor: Derba E. McGee 

To Oregon Vegetation Treatments Draft EIS Comments 
<orvegtreatments@blm.gov> 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Oregon Vegetation Treatments Draft EIS Comments - Derba 
E.McGee 

E-mail address: zap oregon@msn.com 

Comments: 
I just looked up 2 of the herbicides you will spray. \"Dicamba\" is a 
carcinogenic and causes reproductive and developmental problems. 
\"Clopyralid\" has been shown to cause a\"substantial\'1 reproductive 
problems in animals. 

If we looked up the others I\'m guessing more of the same would 
result. 

Please don\'t spray these killer chemicals on the forest. These 
chemicals are not safe and should not be going into our air and 
water-let alone the damage to animals. 

There has to be a better safer way. 



susan delles 
<sdelles@jeffnet.org> 

11/20/2009 10:25 PM 
Please respond to 
sdelles@jeffnet.org 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blrn.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the 8LM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BI~M is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wi1dlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of na'tive vegetation alang roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want mysel.f or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious h~man 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s comrnitment to human healtrl.. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

susan delles 



Eric Peterson 
<meevolve@mac.com> 

11/21/200909:43 AM 
Please respond to 

meevolve@mac.com 

Vegetation Treatments Ers Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Us to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of nat-ive vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want anyone to be exposed to herbicides when 
visiting public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM? s conrni tment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive Ill]eeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Eric Peterson 

Eric Peterson 



Ron and Claudia Little 
<mail@ronandclaudia .com> 

11/22/200908:32 AM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Prohibit toxic herbicides 

My husbaud and I recently participated in a three day mushroom foraging expedition 
sponsored by the Siskiyou Field Institute. We were awed and amazed at the abundance of 
edible mushrooms we collected and the diversity of species that we discovered. One 
participant found a cluster of very rare and endangered mushrooms that our mycologist 
leader with years of experience had never seen before. Your planned use of herbicides on 
our public lands endangers not only these beautiful plants but our own lives and the lives 
of our grandchildren. Getting rid of invasive plants may seem like a good idea but the 
unintended consequences of ecosystem disruption by application of the herbicides listed 
below is a nightmare waiting to happen. Please drop the use of these toxic herbicides and 
keep our forests a place where we can enjoy its beauty without fear of eliminating our own 
species. 
Ron and Claudia Little 

180 Logan Dr., Ashland, OR, 97520 
541-552-0147 
Prohibit use of the most toxic herbicides: Given that other, apparently less toxic and 

persistent herbicides are now available for use, the BLM should exercise its perogative and 
officially prohibit the use of the most toxic, persistent, mobile, and non-selective herbicides, 
including 2,4-D, picloram, dicamba, glyphosate with POEA surfactant, tric10pyr BEE, bromacil, 
diuron, hexazinone, and tebuthiuron, which is another persistent groundwater contaminant 
known to contan1inate streams and degrade slowly in aquatic systems. Just as the Forest Service 
Region 6 has dropped the use of2,4-D and dicamba and is not even considering use of the very 
toxic diquat, diuron, bromacil, and tebuthiuron herbicides, so too can the BLM drop the planned 
use of the most toxic herbicides listed above plus picloram. 



Jeanette Egger 
<eggerjr@aol.com> 

11/22/200912:35 PM 
Please respond to 
eggerjr@aol.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed _".shepard@blm. gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds Ir.anaged by the ELM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetat.ion along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more bal.anced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activi.ties that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Jeanette Egger 



Eric Stuit 
<sammystick@gmail.com> 

11/22/200907:04 PM 
Please respond to 

sammystick@gmail.com 

Vegetation Treatments E:LS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blrn.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Don't Trash My Land With Toxic Herbicides 

I really love the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon, 
and :r 'am extremely angry that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit our public lands. There is no compelling Deed to spray native 
vegetation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the B1,M is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s coromitment to human health. 

Pl.ease consider alternatives to blanket_ herbicide spray,ing. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM? s proposed approach will place ~human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely f 

Eric Stuit 

Eric Stuit 



"Marylou LoPreste " 
<marylou@lopreste.com> 

11/22/200912:15 PM 

To <orvegtreatments@blm.gov> 

ce 

bee 

Subject pesticides in our BLM lands 

I have recently heard of your plans to use pesticides on our wild BLM forests. 
Please do more research on this and re=consider your actions. There are many 
species yet undiscovered in these lands and the application of pesticides would 
endanger them as well as the known vegetation. It is a crime to do this type of 
thing. Please let Mother Nature continue the awesome job she has done for eons 
without endangering her with human pesticides! 
Mary Lou LoPreste 
1475 Pinecrest Terrace 
Ashland Or, 97520 

Respecting Mother Earth 
MaryLou 

___ Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 4627 
(20091121) ___ _ 

Tbe message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus. 

http://www.eset.com 



Deborah Vukson 
<dvukson@epud.net> 

11/22/2009 08: 17 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

ce 

bec 

Subject comment on BLM herbicides 

Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM 
Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: _Deborah Vukson - 80881 Lost Creek Rd., Dexter, OR 
9743" _____________________ .~ ____ __ 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. 
I support ALTERNATIVE ONE -no herbicides - because all of the other altematives 

would increase the use of pesticides, including the deadly 2,4-D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 
I protest the fact that your DEIS did not inclnde 

an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bnsh-Administration legal definition of the term 
"drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 
I protest that you pretend to offer five altematives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for 
comparison. " 
I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Altemative Four', would change your current authority 
"to spray only noxious weeds" to have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools 
on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children before profits! 



JOHN SATHER 
<jssather@me.com> 

11/22/200909:06 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject BLM herbicides 

Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM 
Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: John S Sather, 4459 Thunder Vista Lane, Lake Oswego, 
OR 97035 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. 
I support ALTERNATIVE ONE- no herbicides - because all of the other alternatives would increase the 
use of pesticides, including the deadly 2,4-D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not iuclude an analysis of the inert ingredients 
and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition of the tenn "drift" that eliminated the consideration 
of vapor as drift. 
I protest that you pretend to offer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for 
comparison. " 
I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority 
"to spray only noxious weeds" to have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools 
on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children before profits! 

What can you possibly be thinking. These are all toxic substances. The invasive plants are undesirable; 
replacing them with known poisons is inexcusable. 



laura devlin 
<devlinla@hotmail.com> 

11/23/2009 03:4 7 AM 

To <orvegtreatments@blm.gov> 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
on BLM Herbicides 

Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM 
Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: _ 

Laura Devlin 1935 sw custer street PTL 972109 
I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. 

I SUppOlt AL TERNA TIVE ONE ~ no herbicides - because all of the other 
alternatives would increase the use of pesticides, including the deadly 2,4-D and the carcinogenic 
Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis ofthe inert ingredients and relied on 
a Bush-Administration legal definition ofthe term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of 
vapor as drift. 
I protest that you pretend to offer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only 
for comparison." 
I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your cun'ent 
authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation'; 
including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children before 
profitst 

Windows 7: It works the way you want. I earn more. 



"Erica Kelley" 
<ericakelley@comcast.net> 

11/23/2009 09:45 AM 

To <orvegtreatments@blm.gov> 

cc 

bcc 

Subject BLM herbicides 

Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM 
Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: Erica Kelley, Vancouver W A 
98664. ____________ . ___ _ 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. 
I support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - because all of the other altematives 

wou Id increase the nse of pesticides, including the deadly 2,4-D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 
I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include 

an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition of the term 
"drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 
I protest that you pretend to offer five altematives but admit that numbers one and two a;e "only for 
comparison. " 
I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority 
"to spray only noxious weeds" to have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools 
on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children before profits! 



Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address ,lI"e: D1il:liz_ T(i.J'tI~,r-PJ/l1'_F)qt;;_J!(;-(It;~""~t st f?UfBfJ.S;;.(: f( ~f?l1o.f 

I oppose your plan to increase use ofpcs1icides_ ! supr0rt ALTERNATlVE 0;--";£ - no herbicides - bcc[luse ~lli ul-the uther illternfltives 
would increase the usc of pesticides. including the deCldl) 2.4-0 ilnd the carl'in()genic Diurun 

! protest tbe fact that your DE1S diu not include (1fl an<1l) sis Orlll" illCrt ingre,lienls zmd !-eljed on (\ Bush Adminlstfillion kg,,! der:r iliun 
of the term "drift" that cl"lminated the considemtion of vapor "5 dl-ift 

I protest that you prdend to otTer fivo;;' aitemoti\'es but admit that nllmblTs llllC and 1m) eil"l: "on!) for mmnilric;nr1 

I object to the fad that your 'Proposed Option, Aitern;:)tive Four', would chnnge your current (1uthoril: "10 Spr3) on!) f1o<;luus weeds" 10 
have new legal authority to' spray ail vegetation", including at schools on kased BLM lands, campgl"Ounds, and ricnic areas_ Children 
before profits1 

RECEIVED 

'1 " if", U 

® 
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Public Comment on Dr~ft Environmental Impact S1<l1'emcnt on BLM Herbicides 

Dear ELM, my name and address are: l~~ WI. eif (::lhtf"_JJemJICCL£4.LeA!2K <?TCiKU:ie;R I 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides_ I support ALT[Ri',U\TIVE ONE -- ilO herhicides - beC8use Zllj u(lhe olhelle~~li8ts 
would increase the use ofpesticiJes. including the dead I: ?A·D (lnd the can:inugenlc Dimon 

I protest the fact that your DE!S did 110t include ,In anal) sis o(thc iller! ingrL:'dlents 8nd relicd on a Bush-/\dm:nistr,ltl(Hl kg"! deflnitiun 

of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideratiun of vapor (IS drift 

I protest that you pretend to orfer five alternatives but adrnil1hat numbers one n.nd t\\1.' Jfe "oni} for comparisun' 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Aiternative Four', w()uld ch:lnge .\our cLlrr<.:nl nuthoril: "1(\ srna: only noxious weeds"10 
have new legaJ authority to "spray all veget8tion··. including: at schools on kased BUv1lands. campground~. Jnd ricnic meas. Children 

before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLJ'vl Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: l'\laLL~-M __ C#grLi2 tpc~."""L 'St--'l3j:o~ 
I oppose your plan to illcrease use of pesticides. I support ALTEJZ'N/\TIVE ONE ~ 110 herbie'ioes -. bet8USe ::111 Urlne uther aiternZltivts 
\vouJd increase the use or pesticides. induJing the deadl: 1--1- D 2nd the cZln:lllugenic Diufun 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did n01 include ,111 (lilai) sis urlhe inert illgrec1lcnjS (tnd relierJ un fl Bush .''l.drninistri1tion kgal deriniticlfl 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consiut'!"(lliun or \."lpor (IS Jri ft. 

I protest that you pretend to ofter five alternatin::s but admit that [1umbt'fs Gilt' ilnd !\\l' 31\:' "onl) for ('oTllnMi<';()[1 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', wuuld ch:lf1ge yuur \.'llrl'ent authorit: .. tel spray on I) noxiulls weeds" 10 

have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation". including at schouls on lensed BLM bnds, cnmpgmunds. and ricnic areas. Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact St<l1'emcnt on fiLM Herbicides 

j) I 
I. j /,-...1 - _ -+,. c',-/ 

Dear BLM, my name and address are; " '1Z1. ,( In.'. --=-____ L2,f-Q...L~!I_"ik __ 1'1'fO) 
~~ rv~ 

I oppose your plan to increase usc of pesticides_ I support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - because ::\11 Ol"lhe uther alternatives 
would increase the use orpeslicides, including the dead I;' 2A-D (lnd the l'Ml'!llugerlll: DiufUIl 

! protest the fact that your DEIS did nol include an anal) sis o(the il1t~rl lllgre,jients and fellCd on a Bush .'''.dmirlistf(\lion iegai \.kfin:liull 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consider,ll!On of v{lpor {is dl-ift 

I protest that you pretend to offer five alternalj\'(~s but admit that numbers Oile rlnd 1\nJ 3["(~ "on I: for compurisun . 

I object to the fae! Ihut your' Proposed Option, Alternati\'t:~ Four', wuuld change your Ulrfcnt authorit; "10 spra: on!} 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetatiun '. including ilt schools on knsed BLM lands, crrmrgrounds. Jnd 
before profits! 

110:\IUU$ wceds"lu 
meeLS_ Children 
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Dear BLM, my name and address are: 3 ___ \.LlIt-~_I.;;;;A~~_~ __ -V"Ll.\..'.~ __ J __ ~ __ '---c 

1 oppose your plan 10 increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE·- no herbicides - because ~!lJ oi'ihc utiler iliternatives 
would increase the use of pes lie ides, including tht' deadi; 2>-1 D ilnd the C;lfcilWgCl1ll' Dillion 

I protest the fact (hat yow DEIS did 1101 incluzk an dna!:sis Ufl\lt' iil\;rt ingn:tiients <mel re-lied on a 8ush Adminlslfiltion kg,ll definition 
ofthc term "drift" that eliminated the consideratlun of"apor as dl-in. 

I protest that you prelend to otter fjve alte-ma(j\-es but admit that numbers (JIlt' and t\\L' Jie "on I) fur L'OI1l[J<J[lSOIl" 

I object to the fact that your' Proposed Option, Altern(ll ivc FOllr', would chi1nge your l'lnrcn1 iluthorit; '·10 spr<1; on): 110\ ious weeds·· to 
have new JegaJ authority to '·spray al! vegewtion '. including at schou Is on kased BLM lands. campgl"Ollnds. and picnic meas. Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Dr<lft Environmental Impact Statement' on BLi\;1 Herbicides , I, /"(. ,,) 

~.~, ~ n :' '70 C (7"""''- ~e~A.- £'tr ' t if , ... ::?".J <_ ,Gc,(<'-
Dear ELM, my name and address are: "_ . __ . ____ ..~ ~_. __ . _____ £Jd£L£2:E:f-.,~~21-0,:> 

i j/- I 

I oppose your plan 10 increase use of pesticides. J Sllpr(Jrl ALTERNATIVE OG;E - i1(l herbicjdes -- becC\ust ::.!J \Ifth<: other 'alternatives 
\vould increase the use oJpesticides, including [he dead): 1.4~D an.J the CZ!f,'lllugenic Dimun 

I protest the fact that your DEJS did not include an (lnai:sis oftllt' illerllngredients Jnd reiied on it 811Sh·'~dnlinISlr<l!i()f1 it-gal defJnitjun 
of the term "drift" that ejiminated the consideration of vapor as driJt 

I protest that you pretend to offer tlve alternatives but admit th81 !lumbers on,' 8nd 1\10 Jfe "on I: for comparison' 

I object to the fact that your' Proposed Option, A item;lti\-e Four' < lI'ould ch,lnge .\ our current authorit.\ "to spra: onJ,1 noxious weeds" to 

have new legaJ authority to "spray all vegetation '". including at schouls on kBsed BLM li1nds_ campgrollnds. and nienic areas_ Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BU\1 Herbicides 
_-~' C .. '~ c -7'" ' , .. ~ f'...A ' . '> i> L '-'-)(':;/2 J? 1 ,Of 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: _ ~--t3 ~~_1_.LtliZ.~!il'7t ______ ,_, ____ ,.~!~ ___ ~ 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. j support /\LTERN.-\T1VE O~!E- no herbicides -- beci1use ;:d) ufthc uthcr alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides. Including the dead!: !.4·D rind the etrunugenic [)iuron 

I protest the fact that yow' DEJS did not include ~In dna!; sis urille illt'rt lI1gredicnls <1nd felied on:1 Blish ·Adminislr,11ion kg"] dejjni(jun 
of the ierm "drifC that eliminated the considera\iur\ of vapor <IS drih 

I protest that you pretend to offer five allernati\-es but admit that numbers one 2nd (\\\) afe' onl) for cOll1pilJison' 

I object to the fact th3t your 'Proposed Option, Alternaii\e Four, \\'o\.dJ change :OUf L'lH'renl authorit: "(0 spr<l;-' only noxiolls weeds"lo 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation '. including at schools 011 leased BLM lands, cJmpgrounclJ, 2nd picnic (}[e2S Children 
befOft.': profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides I 
Dear BLM, my name and address are ~1~QleJ e~_A't"x:J,£J"::2tJ1L013L r cri±eL-itA 

! j::;.-V (I ();I~ ." 
1 oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides_ I support ALTERNATI VE ONE:·- no herbic'ides bC~'(t~se {Ill urIne-' ~1~(fJl1ern~:('s 
vvould increase the use of pesticides, including the dendl: ?:A-D and the Clfl:ilwgenic Diurun 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did. not includ~ nn ,1[1ai: sis ufl11<:' illl'!"! I"llgrcdicnts and relied un a Bush :\dmin:s\r,11Iun kg,,1 definition 
of the term "drit!" that eliminated the consideration oh;apor as d!-i!1 

I protest that you pretend to offer five alternati\-es hut admit thm numbers one and twu Jfe "onl) fOl' compnrist..ln· 

1 object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, ,Alternative Four', wuu!J change )our eLwen! authurit: "to sprG.) Ui)];- [lO<:iullS weeds" to 
have new legaJ authority to "spray all vegetkltion" inCluding at sehoul." on leJsed BLM lands, campgrounds. Jnd picnic JI-eas. Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbirides., '{ '"l Iv1 ,J 1 
T· ." \(> "tlHn 

Dear ELM, my name and address are: _+jl.l\ll:/fL l:,,\jJ2L.4J4~ __ .~S ft.//II G-F~~_ 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticidC~UPP'Jrl ALTERN,~Tl VE ONE -- nu r:-;iicidtS --- bel'tusR\I~r\he uther ,dtern(-l(ives 

would increase the use of pesticides. including the deadl: 1_1-D and the cC1I\:ilwgenic Diuron 

I protest the fact that yow- DE!S did no! include 8n ,1nai) SIS oflh\;' iller! illgredlents God [\;'Iied un (l Bush-.'\drninisfralion kgni d\;'fln:tion 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideml'iuJl of\'apur as drin. 

I protest that you pretend to otler five alternati\'t's but admil that numbers one and lwo art "onl: fur cOmpaJlS011' 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Aitern31i\'c Four', \\'uuld change your l'\Jrr~nt authorit: "10 spra: onl: no:-:ious weeds"10 
have new !egal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schouls on kased DLM lands. campgl"Oumh. 8nd Dicnic areas_ Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLJ\l Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: ___ f:l1J{~tLL-Lew\LB4»~~,\r;JIl'il~'~ !i{.:; __ ~x-fL72:B 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides, ! supr0rl ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herhicides .. - bec,lUse ali urlhe (\thu alternatives 
vv'OuJd increase the use of pesticides. including the de<ldl: L'~ [) ilnd the carci:wgenic Dimon 

I protest the fact that yuur DEIS did not include:ln ann I) SJS orl11e iilen IngmJlents and relied on a Bush-.'\dmirllstf"tluil iegal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consjder~ltjun of vapor <1.:; di-in 

I protest that you pretend 10 of Tel' five ailernati,'ts but admit that rlulllhns Oilt:' and (\\0 are "on I) for comparison'-

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', woulJ change your olm:::nl authorit; "10 SPI'il: only no::ious weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation'· including (It schouis on kdsed ElLM lanus. campgmunds. and picniC ilfcas_ Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmenta! Impact Statement on BLj\-1 Herbicides 

Dear ELM, my name and address arc: -n~A(~~/35lF;.~ Lf?'~4.je ~(p.orJI()5 
I oppose your pJan to increase usc of pesiicides_ I supflort ALTERNATIVE OJ-\E - no herbicides - beC8U5C :111 {I(the ,lthu alternatives 
would increase the use o!pesticides. induding the dead I: 2.--1·D and the carcilwgenic Dimon 

r protest the fact that your DDS did n(1t include (1n anal: sis Oi'thl' il1t'cl inp.n-:dlents (1nJ n:IieJ on a Bush·/\dminislr')(]On legal definitlUn 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the considen11 ion of vapor iiS dl-in 

I protest that you pretend 10 of Tel' five alternatj\'cs but 8urni! that numbers ont' and \\\'-.' Me "On I: for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would ch;1nge you:- current authoril: "10 spra: 0111.\ no\ioLis weeds"lu 
have new legal authority to' spray all vegetation"', including i1t schouls on kz,seu BLM lands, campgrounds. 8nd pimp,; areas_ Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impac1 Statement on ELM Herbicides 

f!? j7 {~r PO,~7 4 ~t/ . '<yo p:> 7 
Dear BLM) my name and address are: ~<~--;4.t£~"7.2--~.-.-~~>~.£'~ _~y'U/f2~~ .. ___ . _,_""_ 

. /~"'~ /&/J .. .. ... //e·O/'7:"~:7 77f/i7? . 
I oppose your plan to increase use ot pestlCl('!ft'SC;supj-{41<:"'4tr4?RNAIIVI:. ONE·- no herblel.des - beC'Z\\lse elll (lIthe 0111('( alternatl\-'CS 
\vould increase the use ofpesllcides. incJwJihg the deadl; 2A·[) awl tile clfl'lnogenlc DIUfon 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include illl ;]nai;sis orlhe il1l~rt illgredicnts ::if1d reiieJ Oil ,1 Bush Adminislr,ltlun I,'gal deJinitiun 
of the term "drift'· that eliminated the consideration of vapor ilS dri 11 

I protest that you pretend 10 offer live aiternati\'('s but admit that numbers one and two are "on I; for comp,1[isun . 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option. AJternJ.lin~ FuUl', would change your current <luthorit: "10 SpI"D: only rlO>"IOUS IVccds""10 
have new legaJ authority to '"spray all vegetation" including a1 srhouls on kased BUvl lands. campgl-ounds. and ri(nir 8re;lS_ Children 

before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are:~fO,e~~1ll:"" ,llj "?1--~::(~~~VC~ne$ 
V 'il7'<n? 

! oppose your plan to increase usc of pesticides I support ALTERNATIVE ONE - nu herbicides - bcc(1use <}lj urthe uther illternll(ivt'S 
would increase the use or pesticides, including the deadl.\ 1"4 0 and the cMc'inugeni( OiUf()f1 

[protest the facllhat yo ill DEIS did not include (In anill~sis orth\:' ille!-! ingr\:'dl\:,flts :lnd relied on a Bush .''\dministri1tiorl kgDi definitiun 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideri1tiun or vapor ilS dl-iM 

I protest that you to after rive alternatives but admit that numbers Oile and 1\\0 are "unl) for comparisvfl' 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change Jour Olrr<.::nt (luthori!) "to spri1> onl) 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation", including (It schools on kilsed BLM lands. campg:-ollnds. ami 
before profits) 

l1o:xious weeds" 10 

areas. Children 



@ 

Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact StRtement ()n BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: ~J ~. . ,·e~, 2A-4o P6t\cV, ElY'j m~ 
mj~_,.. / ~/ 

(y;, 
~ 

I oppose your plan 10 increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE·- no herbicides - because all orthe other Jlternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides. including the deadly 2. t- D and the carcillllgenic Diuron. 

I prolest the fal.1 that yOW" DEIS did not include an <loni:sis oCthe illt:rt il1grt'dients <lnti relied on a Bush-/\dminislration legal dellnilion 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration or vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to otTer five alternatives but admit that numbers onl:' and \wo are "on I) for compnrisol1:' 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', w()uld chnflge your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" 10 

have new legaJ authority to ';spray all vegetation", induding at schools on kased BLM lands. campgrounds, ,:md picnic areas_ Children 
before profits! 

"'\ ";) £ii 
C t? /j 

G31\13:J3l;f 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLiVl Herbicides 

~ ? _ """ ,j j j L - 1' __ .... ~.-. L /' /,.d 
Dear ELM, my name and address arc:,~ , Viii IJ)[Lf;!I1t/i';,t.st 'I ?,i. Wi l'-~~lW(i;, f::; WI! ~;/ 

Jl'-II{VI 
I oppose your plan 10 increase use of pesticides. ! support Al:rERNATiVE 01\E ... 110 herbicides - bel'Just' ,Ill uflhe uther ;:Jitern{~iC::~~ 
would increase the use ofpesticiJes. including the denLiI.\ l,4-D {lnl! the C;lfcilwgenlc Dillfun 

I protest the fact that yOur DEIS did not include [H, dIni: SIS urlhe inert ingr\:'dlcnts (tnd relied un a Bush Adminlsif,11lon kgaJ dl.ciiniliun 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the considemtiun of v,\por i1S drin. 

I protest that you pretend to otfer tlve alternatives but admit that l1un\bers (11K nnd 1\\0 afe "on!: fOI 

1 object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, AlternJ.tiYe Four', would (hang;;: your l'urrenl authoril> "10 sprJ> on1> 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation". including at schools on leClsed BUvllands. campground;;, Zlnd 
belore profits,i 

c' 
f'::' ,~:t i 

q:1 1\' 1':1" "'fWi 
1c,-_ • .--.J" " d"",,-I,;J~ 

flO ... ious weeds" to 
,Heas_ Children 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmentalltnpact Statement on BLl\-1 Herbicides 

lA 11\ i I··" '. f . : A '/ \ :1-\ 
Dear BLM, my name and address arc: ~_~~l~~,;.-vJ _'-_.=~, ___ ~=-~=~~ ~l!\i~_=~« \ "'<:t.l':l 

r,1-i Lei 
i oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. \ support ALTERNATIVE ONE·- no herbicides - bC(Zluse :Jil Alhe uther ,1Itern,\\iVeS 
would inc;rease the use of ocsticides. incluuing the deildl; 2_-1-0 (lnt.! the C-Ir,: inug(,f1!C Di llrOll 

I protest the fact that ),'()m DEIS did not include (In dnal; sis urthe iller! ingredients ",no relied on (l BLIsh .''l.ciminislr(lliof1 legal deflniti;JI1 

of the term "drilY' that elirninated the considerCltion of vapor ,[5 dl-i t1 

I protest that you pre"\cnd to offer five alternatj\'es but admit thai numbers one and \\\0 2d\~ "onl) fur- CCli"llparISun-

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, AitemJ.tive FOLlr·, \\,\)uld cklilge your (Ufn:n\ authoril: .'\p spr3: only ILu:-.:iollS w~eds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation'·. including at schools on kased BLM lands. carnpgl'ounJ:;. and picniC areas, Chddren 
before profits! 

(l.", " 
C -< f) 
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Public Comment on Dnlft Environmentall mpact Statemen .. t on BL.M !'lerbicidrs,\, ,.:~L. f I 

( j I r--, .V1: I /80,3::.> 'JI1C'ltlS!lC:r v:/ay ,_ 
Dear BLM, my name and address are '".:::utu ~-'-l"f1:-'~cL~£~, PI; . j _CZ1¥Q'$ 
I oppose your plan to Illcrease use at pest!C!tles. 1 suprort A Lfl::JZ"NATIV t. ON!:, .. no herhlcides - DeC8usc "II 01 the uther ZliternHtlves 

would increase the lise of pesticides. including the dCildl; 2,·:\-D C\!ld the cM\.'in,'gcnic Diurun 

I prolest the facl that your DEIS did not inciude ,H1 anai;sis ol-the illt'r! ingrl;'dleT11S "Gel fl'lit'J on" Busil-,\dminlst[c1110[1 legal Jellflition 
of the term "drift" tho! eliminated the consideration of vapor CIS drift. 

I protest that you pretend to otTer five alternatives but admit that nUrn(WfS one and !\\() Jfe "onl) tor' <.·omjlarisun . 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Altern:lti\-e Fuur', would chilnge yom \.:url'l~n\ authuri\) "to SrW) only nO:\I'ous weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schou!:; on leased BLM lands. cilmpgrounds, and picnic areas, Children 
before profits! 

« ~',; 

([3/\13 
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Public Comment on Draft Environlllt:lIlaI,,,l 

Dear BLM, my name and address are;/~~L::,-.JJi1£j::LJ12t2ntf~{ __ ._.L~r .wr, I I 

1 oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. I sUPflort ALTERNATIVE ONE -- IlO herbicides -- bCt..'BllSe :J.ll o!,the uthcr ('litern(l(!vcs 
would increase the use of pesticides. including the dead!:- 2--t~O <1nd the c1fcinollcnic DiuflJll 

I protest the fact that YOllf OEIS did no! incluck an anal) SIS ()r!h..: inert ingredients (lnd r<clied 011 {l Bush ALiminislr;11ion !egal Jeljnitiun 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the considefiltion Ofvilpor as dl-in. 

I protest that you pretend to atTn five alternatiycs but admit that numbers one and !\\l) are "oni) fOf compUriS0rl . 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four", would chunge )our current authorit) "to Srra) on I) noxiolls weeds"to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation". including at schools on ieased BLM iJ.mis. campgi·ounds. and ricnic Jreas. Children 
before profits! 

G? it 

CEfN:D::n:l 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Irnpac.t St<ttc. me~n BLM Herbicides .' .... " _ ~ 

Dear BLM, my name and address are _~M(Za. IUJan7 JIl&J:bXLJuL£1';t:rff 
I oppose your plan to 1l1CreaSe use of pesticides. I support ALTERN,Cl.TIVE ONE - no herbicides - bel'2use ;)11 urlhe uther a/lrnatl\'cs 
would increase the use of pesticides. Including the de-adt: 2.-1 D ,\nJ the c~Hunug;;,nl( Dimon 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include nil (lllai:- sis oftht im~rt Ingredients Zlnd relied on a Bush Administration kg:.! dd"'inition 
of the term "drift" tl1at eliminated the considt:Frtion of varor '<15 drd1. 

I protest that you pretend to offer live al1ernaliQ:;s but admit that numbers one nnd tl\-U are "onl) for cOillparislJrl' 

I object to the fact that yom 'Proposed Option, AJternali\'e FOllr·, would dwnge your onr<.:nt authori!.' "10 sprJ.' only no\iuliS weeds'" 10 

have new legal authority 10 ··spray all vegetation". including at schools on kased BLM l8.nds. campgrounds. and picnic areas, Children 
before profits! 

I;, 
" ,r', 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbiddes 

t::J '7 1/ J.1 Cj- C iA{,(0£ oft 'irL{c\ 
Dear BLM, my name and address are: _._._ c::. , ___ ~ __ ?-_~ __ ~{_!:J ___ C __ '--!:f--- ~._f./_._._ ~ ___ l(, _________ _ 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides_ I sUPflort /\LTERNATlvE ONE .. - no herbicjues 

would increase the use of pesticides. including the deadl: 2. -t-O (lnJ the C1fCln!Jgenic Diurun 
bC(811Se al! orthe other Ji1ernatives 

! protest the fact that your DEIS did nol include ,lfl <H1Zli:- sis (Jfthe inert illgredlents i1lld relied on i1 Bush Adminislr<1tion icg:lI ddl[litiun 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideratiuJl of Vapor;lS dl-iii 

I protest that you pretend to otfer five altern,lliH;S but admit that numbers one and t\\~1 8ft "onl: fur cUl1lpmison' 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four", would change your cU(fcnl,Juthorit.\ '"10 SrrJ: ani: nO\J'OUS weeds" (0 
have new legaJ authority to "spray all vegetation", including at s(houls on kDsed BLM lands. canlpgJ'Ounds, and ricillc areas. Children 
before profits! 

,.J >" 
:t c 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLI,",! Herbicides 

b _ I F _ / {il 1/ . 
, .I" J s;:, J/" ,> /' 1£,/ ' _ , ,/ 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: })tJf1lh/_J, t'L' ____ . o,,;t 'I -.C_' _~,~'1 i::J~1t//1.f t~;_ 
I Cl 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNAT!VE ON!: ~ no herbicides .. - bcc::ll1sC z:1! urlhe otlier altcr~t:~1 .1 ...... 
would increase the use of pesticides. including the lind!; 2.4-D (lnd 1he cJfcilll'genic Oiurun 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did no! include ,If] all<11: sis urlhe \Iltrl ingredients am1 rel~ed (\n a Bush AJminislfatio:l ie1L<1i definitiun 
ofthc term "drift" that eliminated the considermiun oh'apor as dtiti. 

I protest that you pretend to oner lJve alternatives but admit (hm numbers (llle ,lIld l\\'u fli"t' "cn!) fur L'o!1l[JZlfisUIl ' 

I object to the fact that your' Pmposed Option, AJternatil-'c Four', \\,tluld ch~lnge your current authurit: "10 srra~ only nu:xious weeus" to 
have new /egal authority to ·'spray ail vegetation", including nt schouls on leased Bl ivllands, cnmpgrollnds, and nicnic areas. Children 
before profitsl 

c, {;' 
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l>ublic Comment on Draft Environmental 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: 

r-
t:ULG £10{ 0((.91 
"---.'---'_ .. -

I oppose your pian to increase use of pesticides. I supJ3.(At ALTERNATIVE 01'\E ". no herbicides - because :lli ollhe uthef alternatives 
would increase the use DC pesticides. including the deodl: 2.4 0 and lhe ClfcilLugenic Diurun 

I protest the fact that your DEIS diu not include 8n anal: sis ufthe inert illgre,iien1s ,md relied on (l Bush·,\drninistLliion legal de!initiun 
of the term "drift" thdt eliminated the consideratiun of vapor;:1.'; dl-it1. 

I protest that you pretend to olTer five alternati\'es but admit that numbers one 8nd (\\'0 3re "on!; for comparisun." 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alkrn3ti\'c Four", \\'uuld change .\our current authorit; "to spra; (Jilly no:\ious weeds" (0 

have new legal authority to "spray aU v~getati()n". including at schools on i<:.'Clsed 8Ltv1lands. call1pgl-ollnd:;, and picnic areas_ Children 
before profits! 

/j 



® 

Dear ELM, my name and address are: .~lVMS{""~_C:llC.Ld:lt''L-\1~~~~~_~~''':2.::t_)_-Lll'lL!LS",~;?cL~~-,i::l\; 

I oppose your plan to increase usc of pesticides. 1 SUPflort ALTERNATJ\iE 01\[ 
would increase the use of pesticides, including lhe Jead(; 2A·[j (lnd the cHciIJ\..l!;;cnrc [huon 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did 1101 include <1(l <lfl<1J; sis uflhe i!lc.'rt ingrL:dients ,nd relied on i1 Bu~h-A.dmjnistr,,(ion leg,!! definitiun 
of the term "drife that eliminated the considerilliun of vapor- ilS drift. 

I protest that you to otTer five alternntin's but admit that llulllbns Ol1e 2nd 1\1'(\ Jre -'onl) fcn comparison-

I object to the facl1hat your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four", would change )()ur current authorit) 

have new legaJ authority 10 "spray all vegetation'". including ilt schools on !cased 8LM lands. campgro 

before profits! 

i-' .-_, 

"to spril;' only nO.\iolls weeds"10 

8nd ricnlc a:-eilS. ChiJdcen 


